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INTRODUCTION

Piedmont upland hardwood forests are characterized bv

low quality stems and undesirable species composition

resultinq from: abusive aqricnltnral pracices folloued ty

unmanaqed reversion to forest cover, continuous,

detrimental, hiqh·qradinq, and wildfire (Smith and

Linnartz,1980). Fev lands in the United States have been

more mismanaqed. übe Virqinia and North Carolina component

of the Piedmont Physioqrapbic Province encompasses 5 million

bectares of commercial forest land, with 3.2 million

hectares, or 66 percent, of this area in oak-hickory or oak-

pine forest types (§elcb,1975; Sheffield,1977). The lar¤e

oak component of this area supplies many desirahle

attributes includinq; aesthetics, mast for wildlife, and the

potential for hiqh quality sawtimber.

There are several naior problems in Piedmont fcrests

tbat need to be addressed for them to become productive

harduood savtimber forests. Of key ccncern is the

preponderance of undesirable species, especially red maple

(Agg£~ ruhrum L.), in the canopy and understory of all

Piedmont sites. Bed naples• capabilitv for canopy dominance

1
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and capture of site resources are a siqnificant hinderance

to oak reqeneration. One of the most urqent needs in

eastern hardwoods is the developaent of dependahle

silvicultural strateqies for reoeneratinq oak

(ucLintock,1979). Natural reqeneration of oak forests is

failinq or is severely deficient relative to the amounts

needed to provide adequate post-harvest oak composition

(Ashley,1979; Hatt,1979). It is possible that past wildfire

and qrazinq practices say be responsible.

There is a severe lack of hiqh—¤uality red and white

oak sawtimher in the Piedmont, especially veneer loqs, as

evidenced by the rapid rise in stumpaqe prices the last 10

years (USFS,1982; Ulrich,1981). The net volume of all oaks

in 1977 has increased R9 percent from 1953 (USFS,1978) while

acreaqe of oak forest types has declined. This increase is

due to the forests fillinq out and recoverinq from the heavy

cuttinq at the turn of the century. Unfortunatly, éß

percent of this oak sawtimber volume is in standard lumher

loq qrade 3 or poorer (USFS,1978). In addition, only 31

percent of this area is fully stocked, with over 12 percent

of the stockinq in rouqh and rotten trees. This qeneral

state of deqradation accentuates the need for silvicultnral

research that will lead to production of fully stocked, hiqh

quality mixed oak stands to meet the demand for hiqh—quality

sawtimber and associated products and alternate uses.
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Any increase in hardwood management on the Piedmont

requires understanding of ownership patterns and obiectives.

About 81 percent of the commercial forest land is held ty

private, non—industrial landowners (Welch,1975;

Sheffield,1977), considerably more than in the rest of the

United States. Although manv landowners desire the

wildlife, aesthetic, and financial benefits of high quality

oak stands, many are discouraged due to the lack of a narket

for existing low—grade inventories, questionable returns on

capital, and scarcity of tinber operators uilling to deal

with small operable volumes and cutting restrictions.

Perhaps more important is the lack of information on natural

regeneration potential and alternatives for a given site.

Changing hardwood utilization standards and technologies

that use whole-tree harvesting for fiber and fuel energy

promise to provide future markets for low value products.

However, it is of utnost importance to know the

silvicultural treatments and costs that are necessary to

produce high quality stands, given the present stocking,

quality, and species conposition.

Previous research in other regions shows that stump

sprouts comprise the dominant component of natural

regeneration following full canopv removal (Ross,1982). Fcr

oak species, advance regeneration comprise the next dominant
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component, with seedlinqs established at time of harvest

being of little importance. A knowledqe of post·harvest

species composition and growth rates of snrout, advance, and

seedlinq regeneration that result from nre—harvest stand

characteristics is necessary to determine the impact of

undesirable species and the need for silwicultural

treatments.

It has been found in the Ridge and Valley Province that

clearcut hardwood forests sprout more vigorously when cut

during the dormant season than similar stands cut during the

growing season (Roth and Heptinq,1969). The potential of

using basic silvicultural tools, such as season of harvest,

to manipulate stand composition shows promise and would be a

realistic tool for the saall woodland owners that control

most of the Piedmont hardwood forest.

Not only are species composition and individual growth

rates determined by stand conditions prior to harwest, hut

they are highly dependant on the site quality and harvest

technique used (Trimb1e,1973). Therefore, data on the

differential growth rates and species success of both sprout

and advance regeneration between good and poor sites is

desirable. Whole-tree harvestinq should be considered

because it shows promise for more efficient fiber

utilization and slash removal.
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The challenqe facinq forest manaqers on the Piedmont is

to develop practical silvicultural strateuies that will turn

poorly stocked, poor quality hardwood stands with a larqe

percentaqe of undesirahle species into fully stocked stands

with quality stems of the best species mix. The

continuation of oak as a maior constituent in the maiority

of future stands lies in adequate knowledqe of natural

replacement processes and the implementation of proper

manaqement practices necessary to nurture sufficient oak

reqeneration. To further this qoal, the obiectives of this

study were:

1. Quantify the effects of site uuality and season of

harvest on qrowth, species composition, and spatial

distribution of a) stunp sprouts b) advanced reqeneration

and c) seed oriqin reqeneration, followinq clearcuttinq

and whole·tree removal in Virqinia Piedmont mixed oak

stands.

2. Determine the effect of pre—harvest tree aqe, size and

species on stump sprout production durinq the first two

qrowinq seasons after harvest on twelve Piedmont sites.



LITEBATURE REVIEW

Quantification of chanqes in forest structure that take

place over the course of a rotation is a key tool to

understandinq the potential of a stand under proper

manauement. Presently, there is little available

information on natural reqeneration of upland hardwoods for

the Piedmont. The maiority of Present data on reqeneration

after harvestinq mixed hardwood stands has been collected in

the Appalachian Mountains, Central States, Lake States and

in the Southeastern Coastal Plain. Since site and climate

conditions, stand history, as well as species composition

in the Piedmont vary anpreciahly from these locations, the

silvicultural strateqies compiled from these reqeneration

studies are helpful, but not directly applicable.

Establishment of permanent plots over the ranqe of site

qualities would allow for direct evaluation of natural

reqeneration and chanqes in species compositon and relative

importance, population structure of dominant species, and

species diversity with stand maturation.

6
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fffeeä 9· 2; an Ass;é.e.mlt2;.e• and i¤il.<1.¢§.ire
Stand composition may depend more on the past history

of an area than on site quality (Roach and Gingrich, 1968).

Disturbance effects of abusive cutting practices,

detrimental aqricultural practices, and uncontrolled

uildfire with unmanaqed reversion to forest cover has

fostered forests uhose composition after full canopy removal

and responsible even·aqed manaqemant may be quite different

fron present stand structure. (Smith and linnartz, 1982)

Changes in species composition over a range of site

qualities on the Fernou Experimental Forest in Rest Virginia

has been studied by Trimble (1973). He found the

composition of a neu stand depends on the method of harvest.

Hiqh-gradinq folloued bv clearcuttinq, which is the scenario

for most Piedmont sites coming under even·aqed management,

can be expected to produce a species composition quite

different from the poorlv stocked, poor species composition

of the present overstory.

The initial development of Piedmont stands on abandoned

fields uas related to aqricultural practices, therefore, the

effects of succession are considered secondary (oostinq,

19ü2). However, the usual sequence of old—field successicn

from grasses to pines to oak—hickorv harduoods has been

interupted by periodic fires and hiqh—qrading that has
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altered species conposition. Barden and Woods (1976) in a

study of the effect of fire on pine and pine—hardwood stands

of the southern Appalachians found that unless crown fires

removed eiqhty·five percent of the basal area and canopy

coveraqe, pine will not be reestablished. The? found

surface fires tended to produce oak·doninated sprout stands.

The lack of larqe pure pine stands and conspicuous presence

of oak sprout stands on Piedmont upland hardwood sites

indicates nost of the wildfires were probably low intensity

surface fires. The prevalent scatterinu of Virqinia pine

(gings wigginiagg hill.) throuqhout the hardwood stands is

due to the capability of some pine seedlinqs to coupete

successfully with hardwood sprouts after a few scattered

overstory trees killed by 'hot spots' left a larqe enouqh

reqeneration qap.

Periodic fires at intervals of several years favor

species which are more fire·resistant than their competitors

(Van Lear, in press). Studies in the northeast indicate

that oak seedlinqs resist root kill b? fire better than

their coupetitors, thereby qivinq oak an ecoloqical

advantaqe (Swann, 1970; Nierinu et al., 1970). Both annual

(for 6 years) and periodic (at 5-year intervals) per·harvest

prescribed fires resulted in a doublina of oak advance

reqeneration in central Tennessee (Thor and Nichols,1974).
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A sinqle low-intensity prescribed fire on lower—guality

pine-hardwood sites in the Southern Appalachians had only a

sliqht positive effect on increasinq the relative position

of oak advance reqeneration 4Teuke and Van Lear, 1982).

These positive effects were a better form of oak advance

reqeneration and a decrease in the proportion of oak

competitors in the hiqher diameter classes.

The effect of intense fire on oak species composition

in younq mixed hardwood stands is not clearly understood.

Carvell and Haxey 41969) determined that wildfire had a

positive effect on the composition of better cove hardwood

sites in the central Appalachians. The burninq of a 5-year—

old stand enabled the snaller number of northern red oak and

white oak 4Que;cus ggg; L.) present in the reqeneration to

secure dominance of the site within two qrowinq seasons,

while the qround fire killed back the yellow-pcplar,

cucumbertree (gggnoliaqggggg;gg;g~L.) and other associated

species. HcGee 41980) did not find this benificial effect

of fire on oak conposition in S—to·6 vear—old upland

hardwood stands of hiqh site quality (yellow —poplar site

index 26-30 m, base aqe 50) on the Bankshead National forest

in North Alabama. The qreatest impacts were the loss of

previous qrowth due to death of the stem, a loss of stem

quality due to multiple stem sproutinq, and an increase in
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red aaple, blackqua (§1§§g«_§yl;g;;gg~¤arsh.), sourwocd

(oxgdengroneaggggggg L. DC.) and other undesirable species.

Only repeated fires every year had the effect of favorinq

the eak component while sinqle fires resulted in an increase

in relative dominance of yellow·poplar. In any event,

yellow·poplar was more prominent in the new stand than that

of the pre·harvest stand. It is likely that conflictinq

effects of fire on oak reqeneration depends hiqhly on site

quality, fire intensity and occurrence, species, and other

factors hard to quanitify. Controlled experiments usinq

paired burned and unburned sites with the same attributes

are needed before couclusive evidence is possible.

The maiority of Piedmont sites are of medium quality

and ranqe site index 15 to 23 m (base aqe 50) for white oak.

Preliminary observations of such sites by the author

indicate qreater aaounts of taller advance reqeneration

(>1.¤ m.) on the intensely burned better sites, while the

poorer sites have very low numbers of taller regenerants.

The effect of repeated low intensity qround fires on better

Piedmont sites may have been to allow the slow buildup of

oak reqeneration. Species associated with oak unable to

survive the detrimental effects of fire as well as qrazinq,

have lost relative dominance. It is speculated that

wildfire elimimation uay he ieopardizinq the dominance of
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oaks (ggggggg spp.) on qood hardwood sites (HcGee, 1979).

In contrast, it is possible that the more intense and

frequent burninq of poorer sites in the past has resulted in

burninq of oak rootstocks and the loss of expected oak

advance reqeneration. The effect of wildfire elimination on

the ranqe of Piedmont sites alonq with proper even-aqed

manaqement needs to be addressed.

Undesirgble—Sggcies

Stuup sprouts couprise the dominant component of

natural reqeneration followinq full canopv removal in the

Ridqe and Valley (Ross, 1982). Past disturbances on

Piedmont stands have propaqated a laroe percentaqe of

undesirable weed species of sprout oriqin. The relative

dominance of undesirahle species, especiallv red maple, is

cause for concern. In cases where red maple has developed

from seed or seedlinq sprouts, a straiqht, sinqle—stemmed

crop tree of acceptable value may be produced. However, in

Piedmont forests red naple develops from stumps as a •ulti—

stenmed sprout clunp of little value. The ubiquitous nature

of red maple in the canopy and understorv of mature stands

and its detrimental effect on desirable species has been

confirmed bv other researchers (HcGee and Hooper,1970,1975).

In southwest Virqinia, red ¤aples' capability of continuous
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establishment and canopy dominance in moist coves and its

lack of lonqevity, but easy establishment, on drier sites

has been noted (Ross,1978). Studies on the Piedmont by

Christensen (1977) and Oostinq (19ü2) have noted increased

numbers in nearlv every size class of red naple in mature

oak·hickory forests compared to immature forests on poorer

sites. Carvell and Tryon (1959) workinq on seedlinq

reqeneration under oak stands in west Virqinia determined

that red saple was the nost abundant type of reproduction in

the lower heiqht classes. Observations bv HcGee (1980) in

north Alabama on better site qualities with competinq red

maple, oaks and yellow·poplar in 5 and 6 vear·old clearcuts,

determined that the effect of red maple on species

composition will depend on when it loses its viqor in

qrowth. An immediate decline would seem to favor the

yellow·poplar while a 5 to 10 year delay would favor the

more tolerant oaks. The similar ubiquitous nature of

sourwood and blackqun on Piedmont sites, and the restricted

presence of doqwood on better sites, is also of concern.

However, these species are not normallv capable of canopy

douinance, and should become less of a problem with proper

even-aqed manaqenent. Their larqest effect is the diversion

of resources in early postharvest stands.
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Saite xpnalifx
Forest site quality is the sun of all factors affectinq

the capacity to produce forests or other wegetation, and

includes climatic, soil and biological factors (Spurr and

Barnes, 1981). Site productivitv is usually interpreted to

be a nanifestation of site quality and is product specific.

One of the nore coventional approaches for determiuing

forest productivity or site quality is the use of site

index. Site index is species specific and assumes that tree

height at an index age is closely related to the capacity of

a given site to produce wood of that species. Piedmont

hardwood sites can be divided into two broad ranges of site

quality based on site index for white oak (base age 50):

those with a site index less than 20 m are iudged to be poor

sites, and those greater than site index 20 good sites.

Unfortunatly, the nature of disturbance that characterizes

Piedaont upland hardwood sites often violate the basic

assumptions in the application of site index. The effect of

fire and hiqh·grading nay have influenced the height growth

of the present dominant and co-dominants in earlier periods

of their lives. The possibility of interrupted growth may

neccesitate the use of alternative methods of assessing site

quality. Vegetation approaches to assess site quality have

mostly concentrated on the presence, spatial distribution,
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stratification, abundance and size of vegetation along

environmental gradients. Hhittaker (1969) noted structural

and compositional changes in vegetation along environmental

gradients of elevation and moisture in the Great Smokev

Mountains of Tennessee. A recent study bv McEvov and others

(1978) confirmed other investigations bv using the relative

contribution of vegetation bv strata to order four types cf

Appalachian oak stands along a noisture gradient in

southuest Virginia. Results showed the proportion of

vegetation in the vertical strata changed predictably from

xeric to mesic sites., Use of these changes alone show

proaise as an indicator of site potential.

In cases where the use of vegetation is not possible to

assess site gualitv, the use of environmental factors may te

necessary. The nost useful environmental factors are those

that are in such short supply that small changes in the

anount of that factor will result in a signifigant change in

tree growth. Soil moisture is comnonlv a limiting factor

during part of the growing season in nost mountainous areas

of the southern and eastern United States. Therefore,

factors which reflect the noisture balance of a particular

area should be indictative of site guality. The Forest Site

Quality Index (FSQI) developed bv Wathen (1977) and

confirmed bv Meiners (1982) for the Ridge and Valley
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Province of Southwest Virqinia utilizes measures of aspect,

slope inclination, and slope position to estinate site

quality due to their effect on soil noisture. Use of the

FSQI developed bv Wathen (1977) can be used reliably only

where the textural and chemical properties of the soils are

sinilar, and where areas have slopes in excess of 10

percent. This assumes topoqraphy will affect available

noisture of the site. The second consideration aay cause

some problems for Pieduont sites where slope percents on

some sites are under the miniuum.

ßeeleeeasn; e· §.l£..at..§H.’l an ei ·· „Qat;—~=. —«en«.;
am.Q2l<.§Piedmont

upland hardwood sites are characterized ty

five maior species cf upland oaks; white oak, northern red

oak, chestnut oak lggggggg ggiggg L.), scarlet

oakcoceinea—huenchh.),and black oak (ggggggé gelgtiga Lam.)

with southern red oak (Que;gu§~_jgLgg;g L.) replacinq

northern red oak in the east and south. The oaks are

dispersed over the naiority of sites while yellow-poplar is

larqely restricted to the better sites. Presently, even-

aqed aanaqeaent is recoanended for oaks due to their

tendency to qrow in even-aqed stands, and their requireuent

of uurestricted access to liqht, nutrients, and water to
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obtain maximum qrowth (Sander, 1971). Much of the current

literature notes the attainment of sufficieut oak

reprodnction before canopy removal as a maior limitinq

factor to obtain we1l—stocked post-harvest stands (Merritt,

1979). However, the almost ubiquitous uresence of oaks in

the forest canopy on Eiedmont upland hardwood sites is due
(to

a number of factcrs;

1. Effective dissemination of acorns by animals

(Shaw,197¤).

2. The ability of oaks to occuny relatively dry,

nutrient deficient sites to which more shade—

tolerant species are ill-adapted (Shaw, 197Q;

Carvell and Iryon, 1961).

3. Once established oak individuals, especially

those in the white oak group, outlive most cf

their competitors (Shaw, 197ü). Oaks have the

ability to maintain growth rates in the aiddle and

later aqes when many of their associates growth

rates are declininq (Merritt, 1979). This

lonqevity also allows for a number of management

options.

H. The effect of disturbance (fire and hiqh—

qradinq) in the perpetuation of some oak species

on more mesic sites to which it may not be best

adapted (McGee, 1979).
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5. The ability of oak seedlinqs to become

established under a relativelv closed canopv cn

poorer sites. Many seedlinqs of oak species

attain maximum photosynthesis at about 30 percent

full sunliqht, while reasonable qrowth rates

require about 50 percent full sunliqht (Phares,

1971; Shaw, 197¤).

6. The sproutinq ability of oak species due to the

emphasis of the qenus on below·qround over abowe—

qround biomass production (Boss, 1982). Once

established the seedlinqs proceed to develop

larqe, we11—established root systems by a

continuous series of stem diebacks and resproutinq

from multiple dormant buds found at the stem base.

A qrowinq population of small oak individuals persists

in the understory until an interruption in the pressure of

qrazinq, fire, or low liqht enables then to respond with

viqor sprout qrowth fron the larqe amount of stored

carbohydrates in their root reserves. Liminq and Johnson

(194u) studied oak reproduction in the Missouri Ozarks and

found about 75 percent of the oak reproduction was cf

seedlinq sprout oriqin and was supported bv a root system

which had averaqed ¤.5 sets of tops and was 23.9 years old.

A study bv Merz and Bovce (1956) found a similar proportion
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of sprout oriqin reprodnction with most root systems thirty—

one years older than the above-qround stems. Althouqh

Liminq and Johnson (19ßü) related dieback of stems to fire

occurrence, Merz and Boyce (1956) found no evidence to

suqqest dieback was associated with fire. Work by Ross and

others (1982) in southwest virqinia noted stem dieback may

be indirectly related to the low liqht intensity under the

forest canopy. This condition develops a bowed stem shape

with a wide, flat crown that is effective in interceptinq

liqht. Basal resprontinq in such stens may be a way of

reestablishinq a more favorable stem orientation that is

capable of upward extension in response to an openinq in the

forest canopy (Ross, 1982). The ecoloqical importance of

hiqh root/shoot ratios has been studied by Monk (1966) and

this characteristic of small oak individnals may be an

adaption that allows the buildup of small oak individuals on

poor sites without the nutrient drain and moistnre

requirements demanded by larqe above-qround biomass.

.!ell21·2e21ar
In contrast to the persistant strateqy of oak

replacement and lonqevity in the forest canopy, yellow-

poplar is a liqht-seeded pioneer species that depends on

immediate site occupation by timely seed qermination. It can
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rapidly outqrow the abundant competition characteristic of

the better sites it occupies. Yellow-poplar's rapid qrovth,

larqe size, excellent form, qood workinq quality and

relative freedom from damaqinq insects and pests makes it a

prine counercial hardwood species in the United States (Beck

and Della-Bianca,1981). Althouqh the suqqestion of oak-

hickory and yellow-poplar as a tvpical forest clinax of the

southeastern Piedmont has been introduced (Skeen et

al.,1980), this is thouqht to be due to continual

disturbance that has allowed its renewed establishment.

Given tine, the lonqevitv of oak species will replace the

shorter-lived yellow-poplar in the canopv. Althouqh oak

species are dispersed over a wide ranqe of sites, yellow-

poplar is exactinq in its site requirements and only qrows

competitively on the better sites which are moderately

noist, and have well-drained and loose textured soils. Its

occurrence is hiqhlv sensitive to extrenes of soil moisture

and available soil nutrients (Fowells,1965). On the North

Carolina Piedmont, Glson and Della-Bianca (1959) found that

on sites of site index 25 m (base ace 50) and above, yellow-

poplar outqrows all associated species. On proqressively

poorer sites, it rapidlv falls behind all its associates. A

study bv Weaver and Robertson (1981) of natural reqeneration

in the Ozark Hills of Illinois found that yellow-poplar
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seeded in prolifically on sites to which it was not well

adapted; however, most seedlinqs died and were not replaced

by the third year after cuttinq due to the hot, dry

conditions characteristic of most of the study sites.

Unlike the oak species, yellow-poplar seedlings will

seldom be perpetuated under a forest canony. They do not

build up developed root systems throuqh successive stem

diebacks like the oaks. Instead, nearly full direct sunliqht

is necessary to maxinize upsard extension of the terminal

leader to compete successfully with voluminous amounts of

veqetation found on better sites after cancpy removal. Lack

of early domination in the new stand will result in shadinq

and subsequent elimination. Aa seedlinc release study in

southern Indiana (williams, 196ß) found that yellow-poplar

heiqht five years after harvest was 2.5 m on clearcut plots

and 0.7 n for uncut plots. Williams (196ß) recommended

utilization of seedlinq reqeneration established with the

harvest only, due to the habit of advanced reqeneration to

become wolf trees. Complete canopy renoval that forms even-

aqed stands at least one acre in size are recommended for

maximum heiqht and diameter urowth of yellow-poplar.

Smaller openinqs are inefficient due to the hiqh percentaqe

of area shaded by the edqes of the adiacent forest canopy

(Little, 1967).
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A study by Herz and Boyce (1958) in southern Ohio found

chanqes in stand composition between pre·harvest and post-

harvest abundance of oak and yellow·poplar can be controlled

usinq different intensities of cuttinq that chanqe the

anount of direct sunliqht recieved on the forest floor.

Hardwood reproduction was observed followinq three cuttinq

intensities on a H6 acre tract of hiqh quality mixed

hardwoods. The pre-harvest stand was 67 percent oak and the

renainder larqely ye1low·poplar. Removal of one-third of

the basal area favored oak reproduction with 73 percent of

the seedlinq reproduction oak and 9 percent yellow·poplar.

Clearcuttinq resulted in ahundant, well·distributed yellow·

poplar while the oak component was onlv 25 percent. Given

qood quality sites consistinq of oaks and yellow—poplar,

clearcuttinq will favor yellow·poplar seedlinqs over oak

advance and seedlinq reqeneration if adequate seed and

seedbed requirements are met- The more viqorous stuwp

sproutinq of yellow·pcplar on better sites (Hendel, 1975;

Lanson, 1976) will outcompete the oaks but the stockinq of

yellow—poplar is qenerally low enouqh that the outcoae will

be a species mix rather than pure stands of yellow·poplar.
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Stump sprouts arise from dormant buds at the base of a

tree that develop upon stem removal due to the absence of

inhibitinq chenicals produced in the apical neristen cf the

removed stem. Earlier forestry practices discouraged the

use of stump sprouts as crop trees. Poor form and the hich

incidence of butt rot which enters the sprouts from the

heartwood connection with the parent stump, reduces sprout

quality. The culmination of lon¤-ranqe studies of oak

species and yellow-poplar by Roth and Heptinq (1969), Wendel

(1975) and Lanson (1976) conclude desirable crop trees cf

hiqh quality are possible, due to current forestry practices

that dictate low stunp heiqhts and early inprovement cuts to

favor desirable below-qround or qround level oriqin sprouts.

Many present studies make no distinction between suitahility

of stump sprouts and seedlinqs as crop trees. McQuilken

(1975) in studyinq white oak in the Missouri Ozarks, found

better form ratinqs for stump and seedlinq sprouts conpared

to seedlinqs. A comparison by Wendel (1975), in West

Virqinia, of sten quality classes of dominant sprouts 11

years after clearcuttinq found 85 percent of the yellow-

poplar sprouts had more than 7.6 m of clear stem compared to

17 percent of the chestnut oak and 12 percent of the red

oak.
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The ability of stumps to sprout varies widely between

different species of oak, between oak species and yellow-

poplar, and between individuals of the same species. A

Forest Service Guide fer the Central States (Sander, 1971)

indicates expected sproutino percentaqe for 30-41 cn oak

stumps in order of decreasinq frequency is; 75, 50, 45, 20,

and 15 percent for chestnut, scarlet, northern red, black

and white oak, respectivelv. For stumps over 41 cm chestnut

oak was superior with 50 percent sproutinq. Northern red,

scarlet and white oak follow with percentaqes of 30, 20 and

0, respectively. Results from studies by Roth and Heptinq

(1944) in the George Washington National Forest in Virginia

and by Spaeth (1928) in 20-year-old sprout hardwood forests

of New York also found a sharp decline in sproutinq of white

oak at a smaller stump size than other upland oak species.

Studies bv Johnson (1975) with red oak in Missouri and tv

Ross (1982) with three oak species in southwest Virginia

found the percentaqe of stunps having one living sprout

after harvest increased up to sone intermediate stump size

(around 33 cm) and then decreased. The cause of this, as

noted bv Ross (1982) may be due to the aoinq of dormant buds

at the root collar so that thev become overqrown bv callus

tissue or the normal loss of viqor associated with the rapid

decrease in root/shoot ratios with aqe (Monk, 1966).
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Yellow—poplar is superior to most oaks in sproutinq

frequency. A study of yellow—poplar in West Virqinia found

more than 97 percent of the 15 to 55 cm stunps sprouted

(Hendel,1975). In west Virginia, True (1953) found the

percent of yellow·poplar stumps that sprouted decreased

linearly from 95 percent for 15 cn stumps to 50 percent for

65 cm stumps.

The inverse relationship found between sprout frequency

and stump diameter, also exists between number of sprouts

per stump, sprout height and stump diaueter. A study ty

Johnson (1977) in the Missouri Ozarks found correlation

coefficients of 0.55 and 0.64 for sprout heiqht and number

of sprouts per stump, respectivelv, with respect to inside·

bark diameter of black oak stumps. The relationship between

diameter and both measures of sproutinq ability for five oak

species were all negative and siqnificant. Also observed

was an equally strong negative relationship between aqe and

the ability of black oak and white oak to produce sprouts,

independent of the effect of diameter. Attempts to predict

sprout production from stump characteristics usinq

reqression analysis has resulted in large amounts cf

variation unaccounted for by the models. Johnson (1977)

obtained weak negative correlation coefficients between

stump diameter and 5—year sprout height for five oak species
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in Missouri. Ross (1982) attempted to correlate the

individual tree variables of aqe, heiqht, inside·bark

diameter and last ten years qrowth to prediction of twc—year

stump sprout production for three oak species. His models

explained less than MO percent of the variation amonq

stumps. The better fit of the models for black oak by Ross

(1982) and Johnson (1977) suqqest that the ability to

predict measurable sproutinq relationships may differ

between species. Ross (1982) attributed the poor fit cf the

reqression models to control of sprout production by qenetic

factors and elements of the microenvironment with which

stump characteristics have little interaction. It appeared

that parent tree attributes were poor indices of the root

resources upon which sprout production depends.

Additionallv, Ross (1982) found an inverse relaticnship

between sprout frequency and tree viqor, as measured ty

recent basal area qrowth. This relationship was attributed

to stronq intercorrelations between qrowth increment and the

tree size param. Rapid wood production may prevent the

development of dormant buds from naintaininq themselves

close to the wood surface. The qeneral result,at least for

some oak species, is that stump sprout production increases

up to some intermediate stump size and them decreases.
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Sprout growth has been researched bv Wendel (1975) in

the central Appalachians on areas of site index 18 and 24 m

(base age 50). Ten-vear doainant sprout height for yellow-

poplar was 11.5 m followed bv chestnut oak at 7.8 m and

white oak at 6.0 m. For all species, the number of sprouts

per stump decreased with vears since cutting, from 21-42 at

the end of the first growing season to 3-7 at the end of 10

vears. The cause of this is intrasprout competition between

individuals of a clump. This leads to changes in sprout

dominance over time and the subseguent elimination of the

veaker sprouts.

The advantage of vellow-poplar in sprout production

over the oak species is apparent. The advantage of chestnut

oak over other oak associates in reproductive potential,

competitiveness relative to associated species, and

stabilitv has been established bv Beaver and Robertson

(1981) in a reqeneration studv in the Ozark Hills cf

Illinois, and bv Ross (1982) in southwest Virginia. Boss

(1982) noted the tall upswept appearance of chestnut oak

stems compared to the shorter, bushier clumv of scarlet oak

and sparse production of black oak stumps.
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No specific comparisons exist for the effect of site

quality on stump sproutinq for Piedmont upland hardwood

sites. One of the few studies of site index as an

independent variable was that of Johnson (1977). He

stratified his data for black and white oak into three

different site index qroups at base aqe 50 (15, 18 and 21

m), and tested site index as an independent variable in his

reqression equation. Althouqh species compositions are

different from the Piedmont the results are for a similar

ranqe of site quality. A siqnificant but positive

correlation was found for black and white oak between

probability of one livinq sprout after the first qrowinq

season and site index. The study by Ross (1982) of chestnut

oak, scarlet oak and black oak in southwest Virqinia was

restricted to site indices around 15 for scarlet oak, which

is lower than those found on most Piednont sites. In

contrast to Johnson (1977) results by Ross (1982) found

sprout frequency was hiqhest on the least productive sites,

however no statistical certainty was attached. To clarify

the effect of site quality on sprout frequency Ross (1982)

recommended studies should focus on stand to stand rather

than tree to tree Variations in sproutinq. Additionally,

Ross (1982) found lower quality sites had a hiqher potential
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for biomass production of chestnut oak than more productive

sites due to the stockier stems with smaller, more numerous

leaves found on poorer sites. The difference was attrihuted

to the effects of competition bv surroundinq veqetation.

The more open conditions commonlv found on poorer sites mav

cause diversion of photosvnthate to expansion of roots and

lateral branches while the increased competition on fetter

sites enhanced sprout height growth, therefore, inhibitinq

biomass production per stump. Ross (1982) found a positive

correlation between site index and average heiqht of the

dominant sprout as well as number of sprouts per stump. A

studv bv Johnson (1975) of northern red oak on good, medium,

and poor site qualities in the “Driftless Area" of southwest

Wisconsin, found that height growth of the dominant sten in

each clump was positivelv associated with site qualitv.

Rapid height qrowth was also associated with clumps havinq

larqer numbers of living stems; however, this relationship

diminished rapidlv with spront age. This further supports

the effect of increasinq concentration of plant resources

for height growth on better sites, in order to compete

successfullv in the new stand.
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The effect of season of harvest on sprout production

has been summarized hy Roth and Hepting (1969), “Stumps of

trees cut during the growing season tend to produce fewer

and weaker snrouts than stunps cut during the dormant

season". Because early shoot growth relies on stored food

reserves, trees cut during the growing season when reserves

are low and are being used in shoot and radial wood growth,

will be less vigorous in sprouting than those produced

following dormant season cuttings when reserves are

concentrated in root tissue. Johnson (1977) found,

exclusive of variation attributahle to differences in

diameter, scarlet oak stems cut during the dormant season

were more likely to produce at least one sprout than those

cut during the growing season. Both and Hepting (19¤3)

working primarily with white, black and scarlet oak in

Virginia found that the average height of dominant snrouts

on each stump at the end of four growing seasons was highest

for stumns cut during the fall and early spring.

Additionallv, it was noted that the cron of snrouts from

dormant season cutting will surviwe until some succumh to

competition while those produced following growing season

cutting are likely to be killed the first winter. Trees cut

after mid·August are not likely to sprout until the
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followinq sprinq. The superior heiqht and diameter qrowth

of dormant season cuttinq is shown in research by Wendel

(1975) in West Virqinia for red oak. For the first qrowinq

season heiqht qrowth almost doubled from 52 cm for the

qrowinq season harvest, to 9H cm for the dormant season

harvest, while number of sprouts per stnmp was 27 and BH,

respectively. Differences in heiqht qrowth are only

siqnificant durinq the first H or 5 years followinq harvest.

After this, dominance has been expressed, and season of

cuttinq will have little effect on heiqht qrowth (Roth and

Heptinq, 19H3). In terms of lonq-ranqe effects, resanplinq

of stands 28 years later bv Roth and Heptinq (1969) found

dormant season sprouts were more likely to survive to aqe B2

due to their initial qrowth advantaqe over the competition.

Studies on the effect of season of harvest on yellow-poplar

stunp sproutinq are lackinq.

A study in the Bent Creek Experimental Forest in North

Carolina bv Buell (19H0) found mid-summer fellinqs of one-

inch doqwoods produced sprout clumps 76 cm shorter and H6 cm

narrower, on the averaqe, three years after cuttinq than

winter fellinqs. Silvicnltural recommendations usinq summer

weedinqs followinq a harvest to control competition of other

viqorously sproutinq nndesirables such as red naple,

sourwood and blackqun could prove applicable for use ty
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small landovners on the Piedmont. Presently, there is no

information available on the response of different species

to different season's of harvest.

.<2.@l<ßressneratnienQeenarisnn
ef aéxnnrs and

lernenBeqenerationof oak stands after clearcuttinq depends

on advance reproduction (seedlinqs and seedlinq sprouts

present at time of cuttinq), and stump sprouts (Sander and

Clark,1971). Seedlinq sprouts are sprouts that develop as a

result of repeated top diehack and have root systems many

years older than the tops (Merz and Boyce, 1956). The

resproutinq of these small stems is from dormant buds at the

root collar that become free to elonqate upon death cf the

stem apex that previously produced inhibitory chemicals.

This type of sproutinq is essential tc oak replacement

strateqy that depends on advance re¤eneration,but has little

application for yel1ov·poplar replacement.

Oak seedlinqs established at the time of clearcuttinq

qenerally qrov too slovly to be of siqnificant value in

stand reproduction, and stump sprouts and seedlinq sprouts

are the most important sources of reproduction. A study hy

McQuilken (1975) of white oak in Missouri found the heiqht

qrouth of seedlinq spronts was onlv 75 percent of that of
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Stump sprouts while Seedlinc crowth was only 12 percent.

Ross (1982) found similar trends in heicnt and diameter

qrowth for three oak Species in Southwest Virqinia.

Research on the crowth of intact Stems left after harvest

and those that had been broken and resprouted show no need

to protect seedlinc sprouts from loccinc damace. Results by

McQuilken (1975) for white oak in Missouri show little

difference in heiqht, survival and form of intact and

resprout seedlinc sprouts 10 years after harvest. Ross

(1982) found similar results for chestnut oak in Southwest

Vircinia at stand ace two. In manv cases resproutinq is

advantaqous to improve stem form. Ehe dieback and

resproutinq of older Stems would eliminate the wide, flat-

topped crown characteristic of older stems of advance

receneration found in the low licht under pre—harvest

canopies.

Ross (1982) noted that differences in heicht

attributable to stem oricin were also reflected in the

relative positions of Seedlinc and sprout oricin individuals

in the stand canopy of 5-, 12-, 17- and 28·vear-old Stands.

Seedlinc oricin Stens that are relecated to the subordinate

strata early in the stand development cenerally fail to

reach the upper canopy.
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Compared to stunp sprouts, the sproutinq frequency of

seedlinq sprouts is superior. nr 160 oak stems less than

3.8 cu in basal dianeter which were cut in Illinois, only

four percent of the stens failed to sprout (Sander,1972).

Despite the advantaqe in sproutinq frequency, studies on a

ranqe of site qualities show stump snrout qrowth exceeds

that of seedlinq sprouts in terms of diameter and heiqht

qrowth the first ten years after canon? removal. However,

density of stump sprout clumps will rarelv be enouqh to

fully stock the stand. Boss (1982) found stump sprouts

would only account for one-third of the fully stocked stand

at stand aqe of 20-25. Althouqh the averaqe site quality of

Piednont upland hardwood sites is superior to those studied

by Boss (1982) it can be expected that advance reqeneration

stems will play an important role in future stand

conposition.

äize nf ea; adresse resensranrinnf
Studies in Ohio (Sander, 1971) and later confirned in

southern Illinois (Sander, 1972) have shown that stems of

oak reqeneration 1.ß n and hiqher, and 1.3 - 2.5 c« in basal

diameter before full canopy removal qrew fast enouqh and

were desirable dominants or co-dominants in the new stand 12

years after harvest. Stens larqer than 2.5 cm, althouqh more
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viqorous, produced an undesirable proportion of multiple

sprouts. A quide compiled bv Sander et al. (1975) for black

oak site index 15 to 23 m (base aqe 50) in the Central

States utilizes a sample svstem of evaluatinq the adequacv

of oak reqeneration followinq clearcuttinq bv measurinq the

number of stems 1.4 m or hiqher and less than 5 cm d.h.h.

This quide was updated and published bv Sander et al. in

1985. Adequate reqeneration is defined as 30 percent of

full stockinq with dominant and co—dominant oak stems at

stand aqe 20·25 years (Roach and Ginqriech, 1967). lf

proper size, number and distribution of advance regeneration

stems is inadequate and the difference cannot be made up tv

stump sprouts, then cuttinq should be delaved or other

preparatorv cuttinqs to stimulate oak reqeneration should te

carried out. The value of this quide is that it estahlishes

the principle that a minimum number of stems ef a minimum

size are required to assure adequate reqeneration. Results

bv Ross(1982) in sonthwest Virqinia found the minimum number

and size of stems for a qiven stand are Qreatlv affected bv

site qualitv, conposition of competinq species and

manaqement obiectives. Ross (1982) found the minimum heiqht

most hiqhlv correlated with the related success of cak

reqeneration two years after harvest over all the sites was

10 cm. This was attributed to the lack of fast—qrowinq
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competitors on the poorer site qualities found in the study.

It can be expected that better sites would require a higher

minimum size.

sffess es site asslitxv
The effect of site quality on the heiqht and diameter

qrowth of advance reqeneration has been studied by Boss

(1982) in southwest Virginia. The height and diameter

qrowth of chestnut oak seedlinqs and seedlinq sprouts two

years after harvest were siqnificantly qreater on sites of

mediuu quality than on sites of low quality as evidenced tv

more qrowth flushes with qreater qrowth in each flush. The

difference was attributed to the more severe moisture stress

commonly found on poorer sites and its subsequent effect on

growth. The superior qrowth of advance reqeneration ty

certain species coincides with faster qrowth of all species

on better sites, which helps to eliminate slow-qrowinq

qenotypes. Although noisture is an important factor the

effects of nutrient avaliablility, soil variables and others

are also very important.
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Rredistins adxanss ressneratinn Qexelnnnent
The ability to predict the oak advance reproducticn

stucture of a stand would be a valuable silvicultural tool.

By determininq the pre·harvest size structure, a

silviculturalist could be able to estimate the amount of

time before a minimum number of stems of a minimum size will

be present in the understory of a stand under qiven site

conditions and liqht levels (Ross, 1982). Ross (1982) used

fitted reqression equations of six measured variables of

pre-barvest size, aqe and viqor alonq with several

interaction terms to predict the heiqht and diameter qrowth

of seedlinq and seedlinq sprout advance reqeneration of

three oak species. While similar equations describinq stump

sprout production from stump variables accounted for less

than 40 percent of the variation amonq stumps, those fcr

intact and resprout advance reqeneration described above

accounted for as much as 82 percent of the variation. The

apparent sensitivity of heiqht and diameter qrowth to plant

resources within the small stems indicated that post—harvest

oak development on the basis of pre—harvest advance

reproduction size structure is possible for site·specific

purposes (Ross, 1982). Ross (1982) also found that stems

which have qrown rapidly in the past or have attained

relatively larqe size are the stems which qrov most rapidlv
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after clearcuttinq. Therefore, height increment during the

immediate pre·harvest period miqht be used alonq with stem

size to determine a method of estimatinq growth potential of

the advance reqeneration in a stand. Hccuilken (197E) in

his study with white oak and Sander (1972) in a study of

white, black, northern red and scarlet oaks in Illinois have

both related heiqht attainment after harvest to pre-harvest

heiqht but with larqe unexplained variation among

individuals. Sander (1971) found that stems of oak advance

reqeneration that are the same diameter at a particular tize

may have roots that vary qreatly in size. It would seem

that root size is better correlated with new sprout growth

than stem size, however, it is not a measurement that can

easily he obtained. The quidelines for adequate stocking cf

advance reqeneration usinq minimum heiqht and basal diameter

requirements deternined by Sander (1976) et al. could te

more hiqhly refined usinq a measure of pre-harvest viqor

that is correlated with available root resources. The

increasinq viqor of seedlinq sprouts with increasinq basal

diameter is associated with its expandinq root system while

stump sprout viqor that declines with increasinq stump size

is due to other factors.

It may be desirable to utilize correlation analysis

between pre—harvest and post·harvest measurements on
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Piedmont upland hardwood sites to aid in determininq minimum

sizes of advance reqeneration required for various site

qualities. At the present time no information of this kind

exists for Piedmont sites.

9.aJs hßstahlishnsnr
Larqe differences' in the characteristics of seed

production and seedlinq establishment occur between the

heavy-seeded oaks and liqht—seeded yellow—poplar.

Besearchers have shown (Sander, 1972:HcOuilken, 1975) oak

seedlinqs established at the time of clearcuttinq fail to

attain dominance or co·dominance in the new stand, in

contrast to yellow—poplar seedlinqs that rely upon immediate

establishment after cuttinq to secure their postion in the

new stand. Oak species require seedlinqs to become

established several years before canopv removal so that an

adequate number of individuals with a uinimum heiqht are

available to compete successfully in the new stand. The

density of oak seedlinqs in an area is affected ty

individuals in the population of seed bearinq aqe and size.

Bodents and birds help to disperse the heavy acorns that

would otherwise remain under the tree crown. Acorn

production is hiqhly variable from tree to tree, from year

to year, and between species and sites. Downs and McQuilken
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(19üß) for five species of oak in the southern Appalachians,

found total acorn production per tree was positively

correlated with size of the crown and hence, diameter. In

the Missouri Ozarks, trees that produced heavily in one year

did so in other years, while Door producers were also

consistent in their acorn production (Christinsen, 1955).

Althouqh no clearly defined cycle of seed production exists,

abundant crops occur at intervals shorter than five years.

At the Reynolds Bomestead Research Center in Southwest

Virqinia acorn production was predicted from flower

abundance usinq linear reqression techniques (R2=.8¤) {Feret

et al.,1982). Four individual white oak trees studied

produced from less than one to 297 acorns per square meter

for an individual tree. Acorn production of six plots

studied by Beck and Olson (1968) at Bent Creek Experimental

Forest in North Carolina found sound acorns averaqed from

less than one per square meter in the poorest seed year

(196ü) to 17 per square meter in a hiqhly productive seed

year (1966).

The capability of acorns to qerminate once they fall

depends on the number that are fully developed, the impact

of animals and insects on the sound acorns, and whether they

must overwinter or not. Conclusions by Beck and Olson

(1968) on the availability of sound, undamaqed acorns that
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are capable of qermination is that except for bumper crop

seed years, there are very few acorns left for reqeneration

purposes due to the heavy losses from all for~s of

predation.

Seasonal patterns of acorn fall and germination

requirements account for differences in seedling potential

between the red and white oak groups. The white oaks

consistently shed their acorns about a month earlier than

red oaks (Beck and Clson, 1968). The acorns of the white

oak group qerninate in the fall while acorns of the red oak

group unst overwinter and qerninate in the spring. A study

by Tryon and Carvell (1958) in West Virqinia on a range of

site indices (base age 50) from 13 to 25 m for red oak

conclnded that the white oak acorns were five times as

effective as the red oak acorns in producinq seedlinqs.

Additionally, these researchers found an increased number of

white oaks with increasinq aqe and height on the sites with

good oak reproduction, while the number of red oaks

decreased. The sites with poor reproduction had decreases

in ahundance of both oak qroups in the taller and older

classes, but white oak decreased at a slower rate than the

red oaks. Although site index was not determined as the

major factor Tryon and Carvell (1958) conclnded white cak is

able to establish and surviwe easier than the red oaks on
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many sites and that white oak is more persistant in

maintaininq itself on sites that are not conducive to oak

establishment. Ross (1982) found supportive data for the

above conclusions in his study in southwest Virqinia. He

concluded the hiqher seedlinq-seed ratio of chestnut oak

compared to scarlet and black oak of the red oak group may

have been due to the sturdy taproot produced from the larqer

acorn that helps utilize available moisture deeper in the

soil. Other factors that qive white oaks an advantage may

be related to the lonq overwinterinü Period of red oaks that

leaves them susceptable to dessication and predation before

qermination. Overall, all evidence seems to document the

reproductive advantage of the white oaks over the red oaks,

especially on nediua and low site qualities.

The amount of seedlinq oak reqeneraticn that is able to

qerminate and become established on a site will determine

the anount of oak advance reqeneration present at the tire

of harvest. Researchers have found the density of oak

advance reqeneration to vary widely. A study in southern

New Jersey by Phillips (1963) found densities ranqinq from

1581 to 3632 stems per hectare, with the hiqhest fiqures on

the drier sites. Ross (1982) found densities ranqing from

2718 to 23¤7ß stems per hectare in southwest Virginia.
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In general, an inverse relationship seems to exist

between the abundance of oak advance reqeneration and site

quality. This can probably be attributed to the loser

overstory densities on poorer sites. The study by Carvell

and Tryon (1958) of a range of site indices (base age S0)

from 13-25 m in West Virginia found one half of the study

areas had 6178 seedlinqs or more per hectare, while acorn

production over a four year period was essentially the saue

for each stand reqardless of oak reqeneration abundance.

This suqqested that the anount of oak reqeneration was the

result of site factors affectinq the acorn after fallinq or

on the seedlinq itself. In southern Illinois, on a range cf

site qualities fron mixed-hardwood coves to oak-hickory

ridqetops, leaf litter had little effect on seedlinq success

of oaks luinckler and Jensen,1959). On sites in Hest

Virginia the density of seedlinq oak reqeneration under oak

stands eas more closely related to certain environmental

conditions that occur with changes in site quality, than to

the seedlinqs ability to become established (Carvell and

Tryon,1961). Utilizinq reqression equations with exposure,

slope position, percent sunliqht and stand history to

elucidate the effects of environmental variables, they found

the ability of oak reqeneration over 30 cm tall to persist
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on a specific site was positively and siqnificantlv

correlated with percent sunliqht, exposure and stand history

that increased percent sunliqht and exposure. This findinq

substantiated results bv Carvell and Tryon (1958) that oak

reproduction was most abundant on the middle third slope

position as well as on southerlv aspects with

characteristicallv drier exposures. Heitzman and Trimhle

(1957) in studies of mixed oak stands in West Virginia and

western Maryland found a similar strong correlation between

site index and abundance of northern red oak reqeneration.

Density was greatest between site indices (hase aqe 50) of

15 and 18 m and decreased above and below this range. Bork

by Ross (1982) with three oak species in southwest Virginia

found the density of well—established reueneration greatest

between site indices of 17-18 m with amounts declininq above

and below this ranqe. The literature indicates that oak

seedlinq densitv is less on the upper third of slopes and

dry ridqes. Continued oak doaination of these sites is due

to the incresed sunliqht on the forest floor and adaptions

to moistnre stress that allow oak to perpetuate over other

species in spite of its reduced reproductive capacity. Cn

the more moist sites, the increased competition from

herbaceous veqetation, shruhs and more tolerant tree

species, the denser overhead canoPY• and the resultinq
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qreater competition for liqht, would require partial cuts to

maintain the viqor of new oak seedlinqs. This is essential

to build up the desirable reqeneration resevoir which

assures adequate oak reproduction in the next rotation

(Carvell and Tryon,1961). These findinqs are in aqreement

with Bowersox and Hard (1972) who found that the development

of accentable advance renrodnction on intermediate sites in

Pennsylvania is neqetively correlated with basal area

density of the overstory.

In qeneral, as site quality decreases, more species of

intermediate tolerance, mostly the oaks, will survive to

qrow beyond the seedlinq staqe into desirable advance

reproduction. Under the closed canon? on better sites, the

stems that will reach larqe renroduction size will be of

very tolerant and tolerant species, such as beech, suqar

maple and red maple (Trimble,1973). This relaticnship

confirms findinqs by ieitzman and Trimble (1957) who

surveyed well-stocked oak stands with a minimum of 32

percent oak basal area in the overstory. The percentaqe of

established oak reproduction for site indices (base aqe 50)

24, 18 and 12 m was 3, 26 and 47 percent, resnectively- In

addition, weitzman and Trimble (1957) found northern red oak

reproduction absent on the areas of lowest site index (12 m)

and scarlet oak absent from the better sites (site index 21
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and 24 m). Piedmont upland hardwood sites have a similar

seqreqation of oak species with chestnut and scarlet oak

predominantinq on the poorer sites and northern red oak and

black oak on the better sites, while white oak is rather

ubiquitous in occurrence across the range of sites.

_Segson~g;~hg£gg§; ggg;ggka§eedling;geggnega;ion

The development of oak seedlinqs after harvest aay te

reduced if harvestinq is done during the dormant season.

Research by ncGee (1975,1979) in the southern Appalachians

found scarlet and red oak seedlinqs qrouinq in the shade

consistently broke doraancy sooner than seedlinqs qrovinq in

the open. McGee (1979) concluded from his findinqs that the

response is determined durinq or at the end of the previous

qrovinq season. The dormant season harvest occurs after the

response for early hudbreak has been inqrained so the stems

will break dormancy in an environment that leaves then open

to the harsh conditions of frost, wind and cold temperature.

This situation could cause damage and have a negative

influence on the development of oaks after a dormant season

harvest.
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The previously mentioned trends in oak seedlinq

establishment are in direct contrast to yellow-poplar

seedlinqs that must be established immediately after harvest

to attain maximum competitive advantaqe in the new stand.

The successful reqeneration of vel1ow—poplar depends on a

desirable combination of adequate seed, a scarified seedbed

of mineral soil and direct sunlight (Beck and Della-Bianca,

1981).

Adequate seed is seldom a problem on sites capable of

qrowinq yellow·poplar if a few seed producinq trees are

available- Seed is wind disseminated from fruit clnsters

averaqing 81 seeds per cluster- The number of clusters per

tree has a positive linear relationship with diameter at

breast height- One tree can usually shed sufficient seed

91 m in the direction of the prevailinq winds- Yellow-

poplar seed dissemination beqins in mid-October, reaches its

peak in early November and declines rapidly thereafter, with

higher dissemination durinq periods of hiqh temperature and

low rainfall. Although seedfall of 741,000 or more seeds

per hectare is not uncommon on areas with several seed trees

per acre, the averaqe viabilitv of yellow-poplar seed over a

three year period (1950-S3), as obtained by cutting tests

was very low at 11.1 percent- Yellow·poplar is one of the
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few tree species which is insect nollinated, which accounts

for the low percentaqe of fertile seeds found. Given

reasonable environmental conditions for qermination and

establishment of seedlinqs, 8 to 10 vellow—poplar seed

source trees (36 to 51 cm DBH) per acre should provide

adequate seed for reproducinq cut-over stands. (Carvell and

Korstian,1955)

Research bv Clark and Bovce (196ß) in Illinois and Ohio

found accumulated yellow—poplar seed in the forest litter

remains viahle for four Winters and qerminates when

conditions are favorable. The seed must be continuallv

moist for 2 to 3 weeks before it will qerminate. Clark and

Bovce (196ß) also found that onlv two-thirds of the viable

seed of vellow·pop1ar qerminated after one winter of

“natural" stratification in qreenhouse flats and that two

winters was required to put most of the seed in a condition

to qerminate. Althouqh Clark and Bovce (196ß) found sone

seeds qerminate in the undisturhed forest litter Without a

nineral seedbed, such seedlinqs rarelv live more than one

qrowinq season. Heavv loqqinq associated with full·canopv

removal will usually provide enouqh scarification to churn

litter, humus and mineral soil to put viable seed from the

past four seed crops into an environment acceptable for

qermination. If not, additional site preneration will he
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needed to remove brush, slash and overstory components that

have siqnificantly reduce direct sunliqht and seedbed

scarification.

hoffen; QieeaeenThe
season of harvest can have a pronounced effect on

favorinq seedlinq reqeneration of yellow-poplar, especially

on sites were qrowinq conditions are not ideal and seed

sources have not been plentiful. A study by Trimhle and

Tryon (1969) on the Fernow Experimental Forest in West

Virqinia found survival and heiqht qrowth of yellow—poplar

seedlinqs is dependant on the time of qermination. A hiqh

percentaqe of the seedlinqs that appeared before mid·June

competed well with the flush of new veqetation

characteristic of the sore mesic sites it occupies.

However, seedlinqs that case up after July 1 lost out in the

conpetition aqainst other species for qrowinq space. In

terms of manaqinq for yellow—poplar, loqqinq should te

between the end of the qrowinq season Ipreferably after

yellow-poplar seed ripens) and the first of May of the

followinq year to favor maximum seedlinc qermination and

development early in the post·harvest qrowinq season.

Likewise, loqqinq in the sprinq and early summer would

result in late sunmer seedlinqs that would be shaded and
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snccnmb to other veqetation that is already established.

Similar results were obtained by williams (196ü) in southern

Indiana. Seedlinqs established after a winter harvest were

three times as tall (2.5 m) five years after clearcuttinq

than seedlinqs established the second qrowinq season (0.7

m). Overall, it appears that May, June, and July are the

poorest months to loq when favorinq ye1low—poplar

reproduction.
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This study was conducted in Patrick County on the

l Southwestern edge of the Virginia Piedmont (Figure 1),
within the bounderies of the 228 hectare Reynolds Honestead
Forestrv Research Center at Critz, Virginia (Figure 2). The
area is near the transition zone between the Upper Piedmont
and Blue Ridge Physioqraphic Provinces (Braun,1950). The
upland hardwood stands at the Homestead are typical of oak-
hickory forest type that constitute 31 percent of the
Virginia and North Carolina Piedmont. The topoqraphy cf the
area is rolling with slopes ranginq from 2-20 percent, with
6-8 percent being aost common. Elevation of the plots ranqe
between 311-347 m with the poorer quality sites located on
ridqe topoqraphy and the better sites on lower slope
positions and more favorahle aspects.
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Qlinais
The mean annual temperature averages near 14°C.

uaxinum and minimum temperatures for the su«mer season range

„ from 39°C to 7°C. Extremes of temperature for the minter

range from 26°C to 2°C. The growing season, defined as the

period between the average date of the last freezing

temperature in spring (April 12) and the average date of the

first freezing temperature in fall (October 25), is 196

days. Precipitation is well distributed throughout the year

with a maximum in July and a minimum in November. Average

yearly rainfall for the area is 125.2 cm. Summer rainfall

is due mostly to showers and thunderstorms that occur an

average of 40 days during this period. In the winter sone

precipitation falls as snow with vearlv values ranging from

0 to 96.5 cm. Storm damage is caused bv thunderstorns and

the attendant severe lightning, high wind and hail. Ice

damage from glaze storms results in considerable breakage of

upper tree boles. New leader growth is visible at the same

position in the canopy of dominant stems where severe damage

occurred (Crockett,1973).

4
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The twelve research plots occur on one of three maior

soil types that are developed mainly from qranitic and

metamorphic bedrock. The soils are Hapludults which are

characterized bv either a subsurface horizon of clay

accunulation that is relatively thin, a suhsurface horizon

of havinq appreciable weatherahle minerals, or both

(U.S.F.5.,1969). Erosion is iudqed to be sliqht to moderate

on all sites. The dominant soil type is a Cecil fine sandy

loan belonqinq to the thermic family of Tvpic Hapludults. It

is a noderately deep to deep, well—drained soil developed

from liqht—colored qranite and qranitic qneisses, and is

associated with qently slopinq ridqe tops and smoother side

slopes. It is stronqly acid with relatively low fertility

and orqanic matter content. Permeabilitv and moisture can

be limitinq to tree qrowth due to erosion which has exposed

shallow B clay horizons. Seven of the twelve reqeneration

plots are found on these soils and ranqe in site index (base

aqe 50) for white oak from 16 to 23 m. The second soil type

is a Madison fine sandy loan with the same soil
’ classificaticn as the Cecil sail. The soils have brown

qravelly fine sandy loan surfaces and yellowish—red to red

nicaceous clay subsoils weathered from quartz mica schist

that is sandy clay loam in texture. This soil is also
T
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stronqly acid with low fertility and orqanic matter content.

Four of the reqeneration plots are found on this soil and

range in site index from 19 to 21 m. The final soil type is
a Haynesville loan belonqinq to the mesic family of Typic

Hapludults. It consists of deep, well-drained upland soils.

These soils are developed from weathered mica schist, mica

qneiss, qranite as well as other iqneous and metamorphic

rocks. One plot occurred on this soil typa and had the

lowest site index of all the reqeneration plots at 15 m.

Stand~gua1ity

Stand quality on most plots was poor due to high-

qradinq and other past practices that had left poor stockinq

and an undesirable species mix. The maiority of crop trees

were 50-80 years old and of sprout oriqin with many clumps

of two or more stems in evidence. The poorer quality sites

contain a canopy composition of chestnut oak, scarlet oak,

red maple, and sourwood. along with scattered Virginia pine

and white pine (ggpggygtggggg l.). The canopy of the better

sites contain a large percentaqe of white oak, yellow-

poplar,red maple and northern red oak with varyinq amounts

of scarlet oak, and American beech ijgggs ggggggfglga

Ehrh.). The poorer sites are characterized hy a rather open

canopy due to poor stockinq resultinq in an extensive ground
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cover of mountain laurel igglgig lgt;;g;;a—L.), rhododendron

(ghgdodendron gagiggg L.) and qreenhriar (ggilag spp.). Oak

advance regeneration present on the poorer sites was in

competition with sourwood, blackgum, red maple, and the

forementioned shrub layer. Young seedlings and established

saplings of Virginia pine and white pine were scattered on

some sites. Overstory doninants of better sites generally

had acceptable stockinq resulting in a fairlv closed canopy.

Oak advance reproduction was in competition with an abundant

understory consisting of flowering dogwood, American heech,

red maple, and occassional patches of vellow—poplar due to

canopv disturbance.

eätndi ßssinnw
the twelve natural regeneration research plots were

contained in a larger overall study that was designed to

evaluate the efficacy of various herbicides on hardwood

sprouting, and the potential for nnderblantinq hardwood

stands with loblollv pine (gings taega L.) Seedlinqs pri¤£

to harvest.

Six similar pairs of regeneration plots where located

on site qualities ranqing from site index 15 to 23 m (base

age S0) for white oak (Figure 2). Pairs of plots recieved

dormant season harvests, or growing season harvests. Each
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of the twelve regeneration plots are 30m hy 30m. Data

collection was based on a nested plot design (Figure 3).

Each 30m by 30m regeneration plot contained three levels of

nested subplots. The first level contains nine 10m X 10m

subplots. All stens greater than 5m in height were

permanently marked and inventoried.

The next level divided each plot into nine 5m X 5m

subplots. A 25 percent sample was randomly selected from

each 10m X 10m subplot and stems from 1-5m in height were

inventoried. In the reaaining sublevel, stems less than 1m

in height were inventoried on one randomlv selected 1m X 1m

subplot in each of the 10m X 10m subplots. This amounts to

a 1 percent sample for each 30m X 30m study block. Site

quality for each reqeneration plot was determined frcm

height and age measures of suitable dominant and co—dominant

trees, and the correspondinq application tc appropriate site

index curves. Yellow-poplar and white oak were measured on

the better sites and chestnut oak and scarlet oak measured

on the poorer sites. A species—comparison graph

(Doolittle,1958) was used to express all site indicies in

terms of white oak. Another site quality index used to

substantiate results determined by site index was the Forest

Site Productivity Index (Wathen,1977). Measurements of

aspect, slope inclination and slope position were made at
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the center of each 30m X 30m reqeneration plot, as well as

for the other three research plots. The four FSQI values

were averaqed to determine one overall FSQI value for the

plot.

äéäßllää é§§·§§§H9£§§“§§§§§££§§£$§

Pre·harvest baseline data for all twelve regeneration

plots was collected durinq the summer and fall of 1982. All

stems qreater than Sm in heiqht on each plot were

inventoried for:

1) species Q) total heiqht

2) diameter breast hiqh 5) crown class

3) basal diameter (15 cm 6) stem oriqin
above qroundline)

For stems froa 1-5m in heiqht measurements made were:

1) species 3) basal diameter (5 cm
above qroundline)

2) total heiqht
4) oriain

Measurements made for all woody stems less than 1m in
heiqht were :

1) species 3) cover—abundance

2) number of steps of each species

All sampled stems in the tree statum (over 5m) were

permanentlv taqqed and located within a 1m X 1m cell (Eiqure

3).
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The harvest technique employed was whole·tree reuoval.

Stumps were cut to a height of 15·30 cm. A rubber tired

skidder was used to remove the entire tree from the plots to

the landinq. All stems larger than 13 cm DBH were removed

from the plots and all smaller stems were cut to within 10

cm of the qround. The winter harvest plots were cut between

February 21, 1983 and March 18, 1983. The summer harvest

plots were cut between June 21, 1983 and July 25, 1983.

Followinq the winter harvest and again after the summer

harvest entry into each plot was made to make the following

measurements on selected permanently taqqed stumps:

1) inside bark diameter—determined as the average of

the widest and narrowest diameter measures

2) total aqe

3) number of years of current radial growth within 2.5

cm from the inside of the bark (the mean of two radii

on opposite sides of the stump that show qrowth

extremes).

This data was collected for use in reqression modelinq to

predict two—year sprout production. Species to be measured

were selected based on the number and distribution in 7.5 cm

diameter classes. A minimum of Q observations per diameter

class was desired with a minimum of 15 otservations total.

white oak, red maple, and sourwood were measured on most
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sites, yellow—poplar on the better sites, and chestnut oak

on the poorer sites. In many cases sufficient numbers of

the desired Species were not present in the reqeneration

plot. Additional trees were used from an adiacent treatment

plot associated with each reqeneration plot. These plots

have been subiected to the same treatments as the

reqeneration plots except for underplantinq of loblolly pine

that had have no siqnificant effect on two—year sprout

production. In certain cases total heiqht measures were

lackinq on some of the winter harvest adiacent plots. Total

heiqht was omitted as a variable in the analysis in these
1

instances.

Fire scar information was also taken from cut stumps to

determine the fire history of each reqeneration plot. This

included:

1) aqe of scar Q) open or catface and,

2) size 5) other comments

3) compass direction of burn

A minimum of four stumps per reqeneration plot were selected

by field observation.

At the end of the first qrowinq season, selected taqqed

stumps in the initial tree stratum were relocated utilizinq

the 10m X 10m subplot maps. The measurements made for each

Stump were:

1) Species
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2) basal diameter of each sprout (15 cm above groundline)

3) height and diameter of the three tallest sprouts tc the

nearest centimeter

Q) number of growth flushes

A 25 percent sample of each 10m X 10m plot was made to

assess the shrub stratum (1-Sm). Heasurements made were:

1) species

2) dominant Sprout height

3) basal diameter of sprout (15 cm above ground line)

Q) basal diameter of original stem (2 cm above ground line)

5) origin

6) number of growth flushes

To saaple the herb strata a 1m X 1m guadrant was randomlv

located in each of the 10m X 10m subplots. Measurements

made for woody species uere:

1) Species

2) height

3) basal diameter of each sprout (5 cm above ground line)

Q) origin

All the above measurements vere made again after the

second growing season.
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äessesratinneri¤in§The
different oriain of reaenerants where defined hy

the following criteria:

1) ggggliggs - individuals that oriainated from seed
following the harvest.

2) Sgegling sgrouts— — sprouts from uncut advance

reaeneration oriainatina durina the previous rotation.

These are evidenced bv the vresence of a snall dieback

sten less than 0.5 centimeter in diameter, and an

enlarqed rootstock below the around line.

3) V§;ggg~gg;gg;§— - sprouts oriainatina from all cut
stems which were part of pre—harvest overstory (>5 m).

Q) Qtge; sprggtg — sprouts from dead or decaved stunps

whose above—qround stem had met its demise during the
b

rotation. Other sprouts are identified hy the lack of

a cut stem but presence of a dead or decayed stunp.

5) §£§E£Q2L‘ 2gnassdaeéxenee· rnensratien — ¤öv¤¤¤@
reqeneration which was knocked over or seriouslv

damaaed at the base. Althouah the original stem mav

have new elonaation, the dominant stem is a basal

sprout oriqinatina within 15 cn of the groundline.

This new sprout is taller than the original stem

arowth. 6
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6) nnn·re§nrnnL dananed ndxaneeyreseneratien — advance
regeneration damaged during harvest but original stem

is dominant. This original sten may have basal sprouts

originating below 15 cm, but the dominant stem is the

original or an extension of the original damaged stem.

7) ggg; §g;gg;§ — sprouts originatinq from tree roots

following harvest. These will be distinquished from

stump sprouts by being farther than half the stunp

dianeter from the stump in question.

8) Undagaggg advance ;ggggg;g;;gg — an undamaged stem

that is undergoing normal sten elongation after

release. Although sone lateral branches nay be damaged

the terminal leader is intact.

lnalxeieThe
data analysis was partitioned into four main

sections; 1) stunp sprout development, 2) assessing changes

in species composition, 3) pre· and post—harvest oak advance

regeneration, and Q) characterizing whole stand reqeneraticn

by classes of reqeneration. Two site quality classes were

delineated; a poor site class with white oak site index in

neters (base age S0) less than 20, and a good site class

with site index greater than 20. Most analyses were carried

out seperately for the winter and summer harvest, and

)
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comparisons made between different harvests in the same site

class.

xäntnsn s2;.<2n; dsnxeleuxeet
Statistical analysis of stump sprout development was

directed at answerinq two questions: 1) which stumps

sprouted and, 2) which stunp characteristics are associated

with viqorous sproutinq? Stumps which failed to sprout were

omitted from the analysis of sprout viqor.

Sprout»;£gguencg.

The frequency of stumps for which at least one sprout

was present after two qrowinq seasons was determined for

each species within each reqeneration plot and reported ty

species, species qroups, dianeter class, site class, and

season of harvest. A t—test for two normal populations

(alpha=.1) was used to discern differences in sproutinq

frequencies for species or species qronps between season's

of harvest, Two analytical techniques were used to

distinquish between those stumps that sprouted and those

that did not. The first, the wilcoxon Hank Sum Test is a

non—parametric test that does not require a normal sample

distribution or variance. This test was used to test the

null hypothesis that no differences exist in measured tree

characteristics between sproutinq and nonsproutinq stunps.

l
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The decision level for this test and others was alpha=.05,

unless otherwise noted. Discriminant functional analysis

was applied to the two classes of stumps for species with

siqnifiqant differences to determine how well sproutinq and

nonsproutinq stumps could be differentiated on the basis of

tree and site variables.

änrnnt nrndansiinn ~
’

Sprout production data was analyzed usinq two

statistical approches: 1) an analysis of covariance

procedure (ANACOVA) and 2) least square reqression

techniques.

1) Species, site quality, and season of harvest were

used as independent variables in analysis of covariance

procedure in order to verify that differences were not due

to differinq tree characteristics or site qualities. The

three production measures chosen were the averaqe heiqht of

the tallest sprout (HT), total basal area of new sprouts

(BA) and the number of sprouts (ST). The covariates used

were inside bark basal diameter (BD), aqe, basal area qrowth

(BAG), and site index (SI). This analysis assumes that the

slopes of the coefficients of the covariates do not differ

with respect to the nain effects and that there is a

homoqeneous variance. Therefore, E tests were first

performed to detect differences in the slope coeffients

between the main effects and the covariates usinq the model:

n
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Sprout production = a + b(BD) + claqe) + d(BAG) + e(SI)
variable

A loq transformation was used on the dependant variables BA

and ST to correct for an unequal variance. This

transformation was used for all of the analysis of

covariance tests. When model differences in slope

coefficients were found the covariate was eliminated from

the analysis of covariance test. Siqnifiqance tests for

pairwise comparisons were taken from the LSMEANS option in

the analysis of covariance procedure.

This approach was used to answer questions of interest

in four separate analysis of covariance tests:

a) In the first test the two questions addressed were:

(1) are there differences in sprout production for a

Species within different harvests for each site class?,

(2) are there differences between Species within each

site clasS—harvest combinations? Pairwise comparison fcr

a Species between harvests for each Site class, and

multiple comparisons between Species within a site class·

harvest combination were done usinq one analysis of

covariance. Season of harvest and Species were the main

effects beinq tested. Initial F—tests found differences

in slope coefficients between Season of harvest and Site

index for the dependant variable HT (heiqht of the
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tallest sprout) in the poor site class, and between

season of harvest and aqe for the dependant variable ST

(number of stems) in the qood site class. Therefore,

these covariates were eliminated from the analysis of

covariance. A main effect interaction term between

species and harvest was defined with an individual level

assiqned for each possible species—harvest combination.

A Duncan's Multiple Ranqe Test was then performed for the

new interaction term and pairwise and multiple

conparisons were made.

b) For a species found on both site classes, are there

differences in sprout production between the poor and

qood site classes within each harvest? Of the seven

species sampled only three were found in sufficient

numbers in both site classes to be analvsedz red maple,

sourwood, and white oak. Site class and species were the

main effects beinq tested. Initial F—tests found

differences in slope coefficients between site class and

aqe for the dependant variable ST (number of stems) in

both harvests. Therefore, these covariates were

eliminated froa the analysis of covariance procedure.

c) Is the sprout production of two qrowinq seasons with

the qrowinq season harvest different from the first years

qrowth of the dormant season harvest? Species and
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harvest were the main effects beinq tested. Initial E-

tests to determine differences in slope coefficients

between the main effects and the covariates found no

siqnifiqant interactions. Therefore, all covariates were

used.

d) Is there a difference in incremental sprout production

between the first and second qrowino seasons of the

dormant and qrowinq season harvests? Season of harvest

and species were the main effects tested. Initial E-

tests found differences in the slope coeffiecients

between species and site index for the dependant variable

BA (total basal area production), and between species and

aqe for the variable ST (number of stems). These

covariates were eliminated from the analysis of

covariance.

2) Least square reqression techniques were used to make two

analysis with reqard to stuup sprout development.

a) The first analysis was desiqned to test the null

hypothesis that there was no relationship between sprout

response and cutdate (time period in days since the first

qrowinq season harvest plot was cut), or site quality.

This analysis was restricted to three species, sourwood,

white oak, and red maple, which were adequately sanpled

on more than four of the six plots on the qrowinq season
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harvest. Not included in the analysis for sourwood was

one sample plot that contained only five sourwood stumps.

This sample failed to represent the full range of

diameter classes that were present on the other five

qrowinq season harvest plots containinq sourwood.

Preliminary investiqations indicated that the sprout

response of two species, sourwood and white oak, was

correlated with cutdate. Confoundinq this cutdate effect

was the interaction with site quality.

Simple linear reqression techniques were used to

determine if there was a siqnifiqant relationship between

the independent variables CSI (cutdate/white oak site

index) and the three sprout production variables, BT

(heiqht of the tallest sprout), BA (total basal area

production), and ST (number of steps). The CSI variable

was used in the nodel rather than iust CUTDATE since it

increased the siqnifiqance of the reqression equaticns-

b) In the second analysis, prediction models for the

three measures of sprout production were modeled for five

species in both harvests usinq parent tree

characteristics, site quality, and cutdate as independent

variables. Preliminary plots of the data showed stronq

curvilinear relationships that could be corrected with

the use of loq transformations for the dependant
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variables. A correlation matrix was calculated using

standard and log transformations of the dependant and

independent variables, and highlv correlated variables

were selected for the three sprout production variables

in each species-harvest combination. The same for: of a

given dependant variable was used for each species in

both harvests. Stepwise regression techniques were

emploved to elininate insignifiqant variables. The

maximum number of independent variables was three cr

four. Final choice of a model was based on four

criteria: 1) the coefficient of variation (R2), 2)

siqnifigance of variables, 3) mean sguare error, and Q)

the Cp statistic. Depending on the fit of the equations,

one of two options will be exercised: 1) conparison of

eguations between harvests for the same species or, 2)

ANOVA will be used to test for differeuces in sproutinq

characteristics among several levels of the parent tree

variables.

nssessinn shahnass in snesies snnnesitxieenr
Quantitative assessment of changes in species

composition over the range of site gualities with different

seasons of harvest was accomplished bv comparinq regression

eguations that predicted pre—harvest importance values from
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site quality, to those equations developed from two-year

post·harvest importance values. First, abundance estimates

were determined for the pre·harvest overstory species (steus

over five meters in heiqht) in each of the twelve

reqeneration plots. Within each plot, measures of density

(number of individuals per hectare), dominance (basal area

per hectare), and frequency ifraction of the sample plots

containinq a species) were calculated. Each of the three

measures were expressed in a relative form, that is, a

species value compared to the total for all species in a

plot, and thereafter combined into a sinqle importance value

usinq the formula below;

relative density + relative dominance
IHPORTAHCE + relative frequencv

VALUE = -··—-·-—--—-—··-·—·———---———··—-·—·-··-
3

Simple reqression eouations were developed with importance

values as the dependant variable and white oak site index as

the independent variable. This was done for species or

species qroups usinq the six plots in each season of

harvest. The slopes and intercepts of signifiqant

reqressions in each species—harvest combination were tested

for homoqeneity usinq a conditional error test. Two-year

post·harvest importance values were determined for all stems

over one meter in heiqht. Reqression equations were aqain

developed and the conditional error test was used to compare
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slopes and intercepts of siqnifiqant pre- and post·harvest

reqressions. Shifts in species composition would be

supported based on the outcomes.

B£§’ QQQ BQ§£”§é£!§§$EQ!The

analysis cf pre-harvest oak advance reqeneration

attenpted to develop statistical relationships between past

stand, site, and fire variables and the numbers of oak

advance reqeneration present over the ranqe of site

qualities. Multiple reqression techniques were used to

develop a model usinq the number of oak advance reqenerants

as the dependant variable and selected stand, site and fire

variables as independent variables. Data for each of the

twelve reqeneration plots were used.

Differences in sprout production of different classes

of post-harvest oak advance reqeneration were examined ty

three analyses: 1) a Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test to find

differences in sprout heiqht of classes of oak advance

reqeneration qiven different seasons of harvest, 2) a

Duncans Multiple Banqe Test to find differences between

different oriqins of reqenerants in each harvest, and 3)

correlation coefficients between oriqinal basal diameter cf

oak advance reqeneration and sprout production for each

season of harvest.

J
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Qi
gegeneratiog-

Whole stand reqeneration was characterized for five

main species qroups on a stand basis for each site class·

harvest combination. Herb strata and shrub strata data sets

were conbined with four classes of reqeneration delineated:

1) stump sprouts from the ¤re—harvested overstory, 2)

advance reqeneration, 3) root sprouts, and 0) sedlinqs.

The three quantitative measures chosen were heiqht of the

tallest sprout as a measure of competative ability in the

new stand, stems per hectare as a measure of density and

ultimatelv stockinq, and frequency as a measure of

distribution in the new stand. Siqnificant differences in

the heiqht of reqenerants between different harvests in the

same site class were exauined with a üilcoxon Rank Sun Test.

Assessinq chanqes in the density of stems of different

stands is meaninqful only if the ¤re—harvest density is

considered. To correct the post-harvest density of stunp

sprouts and advance receneration for the pre-harvest

density, analysis of covariance was emploved. The main

effects were season of harvest and snecies with pre·harvest

density as the dependant variable and pre—harvest densitv

the covariate. It was anticipated that corrected values and

pairwise comparisons fron this analysis cculd be presented

in the results. Unfortunately, since 100 percent samples cf
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both the pre- and post—harvest Stands were not taken, the

larqe variability due to the clumnv stand structure resulted

in many Species havinq hiqher post—harvest, rather than pre-
harvest densities. therefore, this analysis was

discontinued. to qive sone indication of chanqes in Species

conposition, the percent chanqe in relative density of pre-

and post-harvest Stump sprouts and advance reqeneration were

used.
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Besen; an tree t.<;he;¤„.s..w
tsriyInsidebark basal diaueter, ace, hasal area qrowth per

year in the outside inch, and total heiqht for trees which

did and did not produce sprouts were conpared by species for

each harvest (Table 1). White oak stumps not producinq one

sprout were siqnificantly larqer, older, faster-qrowinq, and

taller for both harvests. Non-sproutinq red maple stumps

were larqer for both harvests and taller on the dcrmant

season harvest, while on the qrowinq season harvest older

stumps were less likely to sprout. For most species in both

harvests, stumps which failed to sprout were larqer, older,

faster qrowinq, and in many cases, taller. The exception to

this trend were the shorter heiqht of non-sproutinq yellow-

poplar with a dormant season harvest and scarlet oak on both

harvests, as well as the lower basal area qrowth of non-

sproutinq chestnut oak stunps on both harvests, and scarlet

oak in the qrowinq season harvest.

The siqnificant differences for all characteristics of

white oak prompted the use of discriminant analysis to see

76
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if sprout prediction was feasible based on measnrable tree

characteristics of stump size, aqe, qrowth increment, and a

site index variable. _ The discriminant function

misclassified 22 percent of the stumps on the dormant season

harvest and 30 percent on the qrowinq season harvest.

jffect gg ggg.

Sproutinq of white oak stumps consistently decreased

until an aqe of 80 years for both harvest times (Table 2).

For stumps over 80—vears—old there was a siqnificant (18

percent) decrease in sproutinq with a qrowinq season harvest

compared to the dormant season harvest. Red maple stumps cf

all aqes spronted with hiqh frequencies with a dcrmant

season harvest (>90 percent), while stunps over 80 years old

sprouted siqnificantlv less (18 percent) with a qrowinq

season harvest. Althouqh the scarlet oak sample was ssall a

substantial decrease in sproutinq of the oldest stumps with

a qrowinq season harvest is apparent. Substantial decreases

in sproutinq frequency with increasinq aqe is not apparent

for chestnut oak or sourwood. The limited ranqe of data fcr

yellow—poplar indicates stumps from 50- to 80-years—old will

sprout less freqnently than younqer ones with a dormant

season harvest, hewever, the lack of older stumps makes

comparisons between harvests not possible. The decreased

sprontinq of the oldest white oak, scarlet oak, and red
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maple stumps indicates the sensitivity of these species to

aqe and season of harvest, while chestnut oak and sourwood

are not affected within the ranqe of aqes encountered.

ßffstss
QiWhiteoak stems in the qrowinq season harvest shcwed a

siqnificant decrease in sprout frequency from the 15.1-30.0

cn to the 30.1-45.0 cm diameter class, 84 and 30 percent,

respectiwely, while the dormant season harvest did not (77

and 67 percent, respectiwely) (Table 3). Althouqh red maple

stumps 30.1-45.0 cm diaueter sprouted siqnificantly less

with a dornant season harwest, the actual percentaqe was the

same for both harvests· (67 percent). The lack of a

siqnificant difference with a qrowinq season harvest is

probably attributed to the snall sample size. No other

species exhibited siqnificant decreases in sprout frequency

with increasinq diameter. A consistent decrease in

sproutinq frequency with increasinq diameter for both

harvests is apparent for red maple, white oak, and scarlet

oak, but not for sourwood, chestnut oak, and yellow·poplar.

§ffect,g;t§;;g~Qua};ty

Sourwood sproutinq was 100 percent for both harvests on

qood and poor site classes (Table 4). On the poor site 1

class of both harwests, sourwood, chestnut oak, and red
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Table 2 - Percent of stumps which produced at leest one sprout by _ l
age class, season of harvest, and species after two growingseasons, Critz, VA.

DORMAEI §§A§Q§ §AßV§ST §ROWI§§ §§A§Q§ §ARVE$T
Z stumps with one or more I Z stms with one or more_ sprouts 1/ I sproutsSpecies ‘ I. Age class (yrs) I Äge class (yrs)<50 50-80 80+ } <50 50-80 80+

2/ IWhite oak 100a (19) 78a (41) 78a (9) } 97a (30) 78a (54) 60b (35)
Chestnut oak 100a (18) 96a (25) 94a (10)} _93a (15) 95a (21) 100a (10)
Scarlet oak 91a (11) 75a (4) 67a (3) } 75a (4) 94a (16) 50a (6)
Yellow-poplar 100a (33) 87b (47) -- } 100a (13) 86a (7) 100a (5)
Red maple 97a (32) 91a (45) 90a (20)} 94a (18) 100a (28) 72b (18)
Sourweod 100a (30) 100a (41) 100a (11)} 100a (31) 100a (46) 100a (9)

1/ - the number in parantheses is the total number of stumps sampled.
2/ - for each species in the same harvest of different age classes (rows),

s routing frequencies fellowed by differnt letters iffer atalpha=.05 (Dncans Multiple Range Test).
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Table 3 - Percent of stumps with one or more_sprouts b¥*giameterclass, seasen of harvest• and species after growing
seasons, Critz, VA. _

QORMANI §§g§Qy HARVESI
Z stumps with one or more sprouts 1/ WeigtedSPECIES mean

ÖFF class (cm)
1.0-15.0 15.1-30.0 30.1-45.0 45.1+

"*'“'*"“"*"""ZZZ:ZZ:ZZ:Z:ZZZZ:ZZZ:72*TT3{3]‘R3T':::::::::::::::::::::::;
hite Oak 94a (34) 77a (26) 67a (9) -- 84 (69)

Chestnut Oak 100a (19) 93a (27) 100a (11) 100a (2) 97 (59)
Scarlet Oak 91a (11) 75a (4) 67a (3) -- 83 (18)
Yellow-poplar t 97a (34) 88a (25) 95a (20) 100a (1) 94 (80)
Red maple 97a (62) 90a (29) 67b (6) -- 93 (97)
Sourwood 100a (59) 100a (29) --

-— 100 (88)
uaightad T7 '('äI'§) ”é'§

TIN) EVT91 1 —§"741'1")<1(
mean

· GROWING SEASON ßARV§§I
Z stumps with one er more sprouts WeightedSPECIES ° mean

DEH class (cm)
1.0-15.0 15.1-30.0 30.1-45.0 45.1+

“"”"'“'”"""""”ZZIIII:IZZZ:IZII:ZZ:'Z'TTgigI‘551'IZIZIZZZZZZZZZZZIIZZZZZS
White Oak 89a (54) 84a (45) 30b (20) -- 77 (119)
Chestnut Oak 100a (15) 90a (20) 100a (11) -- 96 (46)
Scarlet Oak 75a (4) 91a (11) 73a (11) -- 81 (26)
Yellow-poplar 100a (12) 83a (6) 100a (7) -- 96 (25)
Red maple 96a (28) 84a (Z5) 67a (3) 100a (1) 90 (57)
Sourwood 100a (61) 100a (23) 100a (2) -- 100 (86)
Weighted z 'T7"1?.Z1 °I'€""Io( 1 '§§‘T?.?.”T9mean

1/ - the number in_parentheses is the total number of stqmps sampled.2/ - for each species in the same harveet of different diameterclasses (rows), sprouting frequencies followed by differentletters differ at alpha=.05 (Ouncans Multiple Range Test).

\
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naple sproutinq was siqnificantlv hiqher (qreater than 96

percent with a dormant season harvest) than white oak and

scarlet oak (88 and 83 percent, respectively). On the qood

sites of both harvests, sourwood, red maple, and yellow-

poplar were siqnificantlv hiqher ÜQIGBIGI than 92 percent

with a dornant season harvest) than white oak (81 percent).

White oak and scarlet oak consistentlv exhibit the lowest

sproutinq frequency of all species.

Sproutinq frequencies for all species and most

individual species were increased with a dormant season

harvest, but these increases were not siqnificant. In the

poor site class white oak exhibited the larqest response in

sprout frequency with a dornant season harvest compared to

the qrowinq season harvest, with an increase of 11 percent

(Table G). On the qood sites, differences between harvests

were not siqnificant for any species. Conparisons of

different harvests within a site class for each species show

a consistently hiqher sproutinq frequency with a dcrnant

season harvest, except for red maple in the poor site class

and yellow-poplar in the qood site class (Table 3). The

sproutinq frequency for all species was increased with a

dormant season harvest 6 and Q percent for poor and qood

sites, respectively.

1
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Table 4 - Neighted mean ggrcent ef_stumns with one or_more sproutsby season ef rvest, site c ass, and specxes after two
QPOWIHQ $¢§$0|’1$1 c|‘1‘tZ; VÄ• I

1/
EOOB GOOQ

<--·•———--•—-···--—-—--··- Season of Harvest ——--··—-····—·-——··-··->
0ORMA§I GRONIEQ DORMANT GRONI§§spscxss _ _ I _ _Stumps with one Stumps with one I Stumps with one Stumps with oneor mere sprout or more sprout I or more sprout or more sproutAvg. SI=16.5 2/ Avg. SI=17.4

I
Avg. SI=21.9 Avg. SI=20.7

""""*TE:IIIZIIZI“Z*T¥§;§I‘§$1‘ZIZZZZI$"I"EIIZZIZZZ“Z'T{$¥§I‘§31'ZIZZIII:$

Hhite oak 88ab (33) 4/ 77c (53) I 81b (36) 77b (66) V
Chestnut 97a (59) 96ab (46) I ·· ··Oak IScarlet 83b (18) 81bc (26) I ·· ··Oak IYellow- -- -- I 92a (80) 96a (25)Poplar IRed 96a (25) 100a (10) I 92a (72) 87ab (47)Maple ISourweod 100a (45) 100a (35) I 100a (43) 100a (51)
Heighted 8 ) 8 ( ) I (2 ) 88 ( 8 )mean .

1/ - poor sites are_below site index 20m (base age 50) for whiteoak and good sites are above_s1te index 20m. _2/ - site index is for_white oak xn meters (base_age 50) and xs theaverage of a possible three plots in each site class(Carmean•1971§ ÜOOl1tl1Bs1?57].3/ - the number 1n_parentheses is the total number of stumps sampled4/ - for each specxes within each site class and harvest (columns),means followed by d1fferent_letters are sxgnxfigantly differentat alpha=.05 (0uncan's Multiple Range Test).
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The undesirable species exhibited superior sproutinq

frequencies in both site classes and harvests when compared

to the desirable oaks, but were the same as yellow-poplar on

the qood sites (Table 5). Althouqh combined sproutinq cf

the undesirable species on the poor sites is the same tor

dormant and qrowinq season harvests (99 and 100 percent,

respectivelv), cumulative sproutinq of the three oak species

is siqnificantlY hiqher (7 percent) with a dormant season

harvest compared to the qrowinq season harvest (92 and 85

percent, respectivelv).
i

The 11 percent increase in white

oak sproutinq with a dormant season harvest is larqely

responsible for the increase.

.§.E„£.<2.§ a£„.¤¢..„¤,.„.d¤@n i·
All species within both site classes produced

siqnificantlv taller sprouts and hiqher basal area per stunp

with a dormant season harwest, except for red maple on the

poor sites and sourwood on the qood sites for which the

increase in basal area was not siqnificant (Table 6). The

number of stems per stump was not effected by the season of

harvest except for red maple on the qood sites which had

siqnificantlv more steas with a qrowinq season harvest.

Within each site class · harvest combination species

differ in sprout production. Species with hiqher sprcutinq
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Table 5 - Neighted mean perceet of stumps with one or more sprouts fordesirable and undesxrable species groups by site class andseason of harvest after two growing season, Critz, VA. —

1/

O00
<--·——·——·—--·---——--—-·—· Season of Harvest --—··——---··—--·—•—··--->

DORMANT GROHING DORMAQI GRONINGspscxss _ _ I _
Stumps with one Stumps with one I Stumps with one Stumps with oneor more sprout 2/ or more sprout I or more sprout or more sproutAvg. SI=16.5 3/ Avg. SI=17.4 I Avg. SI=21.9 Avg. SI=20.7

"""‘*"'EZZZIZI:'2’Tä§¥;I';31”ZZZZIII$"{"EZZIZZZIZ'Z'T1$¥§I‘;51'IZZIZZ:$'“
gääIRABLE 92aA (110) 85bB (125) { 81aB (36) 77aB (66)

white Ichestnut Iscarlet {
DESIRABLE -- -· I 93 A (80) 96 A (25)yellow- Ipoplar I
NDESIRABLE 99aA (71) 100aA (45) I 95aA (116) 94aA (98)red maple Isourwood {Heigted 95 (181) 89 (170) { 92 (232) 88 (189)mean

I
1/ - poor sites are_below site indew 20m (base age 50) for whiteoak and good sites are above sxte index 20m. _
2/ - lower cese letters-for each species grogp xn the same sxteclass of different harvests (rows), sprouting frequencxesfollowed by different letters dxffer at alpha=.05 (t·test fornormal populationsl. _ _

UPPER QASE LETTERS-for each specxes xn the saqe harvest of theseme sxte class (columns), sproutxng frequencxes followed bydifferent letters dxffer at alpha=.O5 (Ducan's MultipleRange Test). _ _ _ _
3/ - site index xs for white oak in meters (base ege 50) and xsthe average of a possible three plots xn each si e class(Carmean,1971; Dool1ttle,1957).4/ — numbers in parentheses are the total number of stumps sampled.
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Table 6 - Means for sprout production variables_by sbecies andseason of harvest for good and poor site c asses "“ after two growing seasons, cP1tZ• VA.

llPOOR SITE CLASS
S rout P ' Variablesumps . o a es Basa area rou s .(no) sprout per stump (no)(cm)

°fSPECIESDorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow.
Nhxte 29 41 167aÜ 1205Ö 1740aB 884Bä 13.5aBC 15.9aBCoak 2/
Cheätnut 57 44 274aB 175bA 3118aAB 1733bAB 19.8aAB .24.9aABoa
Scaälet 15 21 192aC 119bC 2054aB 1121bB 9.7aC 10.6aDoa _
Red oak -- 6 -- 140 BC -- 1102 AB ·- 13.5 CD
Red 25 13 316aA 171bAB 3887aA 2204aA 21.8aAB 31.0aAmaple
Sourwood 45 35 278aB 200bA 3933aA 1707bA 24.6aA 20.9aAB

@2 SE J._.¢^$$ l
I égrout Prggggtion Variables

umps . o a es Basa area prou s(no sprout per stump (no) _
(cm) (mm‘)

<?."..T.'i.';SPECIES
Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow.

ühxte 29 SI 171aÜ 12458 1652aD 803EÜ 16.3aE 14.1aB ·oak
Red 16 —- 251 C -- 3287 AB -- 15.6 BC ·-oak
Yellow- 74 24 337aA 213bA 5263aA 2148bA 13.3aC 13.1aBpoplar
Red 65 45 302aB 217bA 3276aBC 2108bA 21.4aAB 34.6bAmaple .
Sourwood 43 51 25ZaC 200bA 2356aCD 1556aA 24.2aA 23.4aA

1/ - poor sites_are below site index 20m (base age 50) for white oakegg7good sites are above site index 20 (Carmean,1971; Doolzttle,
2/ - lower case letters - for each production measure of a speciesin different harvests (rows); meane followed by the same letterdo not differ at alpha=.05 (Analysis ef covar1ancel. _

QPPER CASE LETTERS - for each production measure of a speciesin the same site class-harvest (columns), means followed by the
same letter do not differ at alpha=.05 (Analysis of covariance).
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frequencies produce taller sprouts, more basal area, and

larqer numbers per Stump (Table U). For example, in the

poor site class of the dormant season harvest sourwood,

chestnut oak, and red naple had sproutinq frequencies of

100, 97, and 96 percent, respectivelv, while white oak and

Scarlet oak had auch lower sproutinq frequencies of 88 and

83 percent, respectivelv. Sprout production characteristics

of these five Species show a similiar seqreqation with

hiqher sprout production for the better sprouters.

Within both harvests on the poor sites the undesirahle

Species, red naple and sourwood, exhihit hiqher sprout

production characteristics than white and Scarlet oak, while

chestnut oak is werv competitive with the undesirahle

Species (Table 5). On the poor sites chestnut oak is the

most viqorous of the oak Species and commpetitive with

Sourwood and red maple. The viqorous dormant season heiqht

response of red maple made it siqnificantlv taller than all

other Species. In the qrowinq season harvest chestnut oak

was the same heiqht as red maple, while with a dormant

harvest it was shorter than red maple but siniliar to

Sourwood- white oak and Scarlet oak produced Shorter

sprouts and less total basal area than all other Species

with a qrowinq season harwest. Scarlet oak responded more

viqorously than white oak to a dormant season harvest with

l
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taller sprouts although these two species had the same basal

area production and number of stems. Although a red oak

sample was absent from the dormant season harvest, it

appears to have sprout production characteristics more

closely aliqned with white and scarlet oak with a growing

season harvest.

On the good sites yellow-poplar responded viqorously to

a dormant season harvest with taller sprouts and higher

basal area production concentrated in the least number of

stems compared to other species (Table 6). Yellow·poplar,

red maple, and sourwood sprouts had the same height and

total basal area per stump after a growing season harvest,

with yellow—poplar still having the fewest number of stems

along with white oak. Red oak sprouts were the same height

as sourwood in the dormant season harvest with basal area

production not siqnificantlv different from yellow—poplar.

Sourwood and red naple produced the largest number of

sprouts with both harvests on the good sites. As on the

poor sites, white oak was the least vigorous sprout producer

for all measures with both harvests on the good sites.

A comparison was nade between different site classes in

the same season of harvest for white oak, red maple, and

sourwood to detect any site effects in sprout production.

Sourwood sprouts were significantly taller on the poor sites
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with a dormant season harvest, while red maple sprouts were

taller on the better sites ot the qrowinq season harvest.

There were fewer white oak sprouts on the better sites cf

the qrowinq season harwest.

S,.2..r..¤„....¤t w2.,..¤r¤.<Le„tie.e· Qi theLire; -.1e·2.tr««„§„e.rnant keeaeen w h„..¤r.......„v<==St
SSS the §S§QE§'1SS£ SLSHLES SSSSQS herren;

Spront production durinq the one and one·half qrowinq

seasons of the qrowinq season harvest was compared to the

first full vear's qrowth of a dornant season harvest (Table

7). If there were no differences then the significant

increases in two—year sprout production with a dornant

season harvest compared to the qrowinq season harvest (Table

6) is a real increase in qrowth of one full qrowinq season.

otherwise, it is possible the increases in sprout production

with a dornant season harvest in Table 6 are due to the

additional qrowinq tine durinq the first qrowinq season.

Results indicate no siqnificant increase in sprout heiqht

and total basal area production for chestnut and scarlet oak

was accrned with the lonqer qrowth period of the qrowinq

season harvest coapared to the first—vear's qrowth of the

dormant season. Red naple was the onlv Species to produce

taller sprouts as well as larqer basal area production with

the second·vear qrowinq season harvest, while white oak and

sourwood produced taller sprouts onlv. Sourwood, white oak
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and chestnut oak produced more sprouts with the first·year

dormant harvest.

Lnsrsnsnxnl §EEQ§$ nsednsrien of ;he;sss2n§ QEQEÄQS sehnen
The siqnificant increases in sprout production

variables of all species with a dormant season harvest

(Table 6) is larqely due to the loss of qrowth durinq the

abbreviated first·vear qrowinq season with a qrowinq season

harvest- The effect on incremental qrowth the second

qrowinq season is conpared for dormant and qrowinq season

harvests (Table 8). For all species, except Vellow—poplar

and sourwood, there were no siqnificant differences in

incremental heiqht or basal area qrowth between harvests.

Yellow—poplar was the onlv species for which siqnificant

increases in incremental heiqht and basal area occurred with

a dormant season harvest, while sourwood was the onlv

species to show larqer incremental heiqht qrowth in the

qrowinq season harvest. For all species there is a trend

toward a reduction in stems followinq the second qrowinq

season of the dornant season harvest, and an increase in

stems followinq the qrowinq season harwest.
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Table 7 - Means for sprout production variables for the dormant seasonharvest after one growing season and for the growing season ,
harvest after two growing seasons by specxes, cP1tZ» VA.

Sprout Production Variables

Stumps Ht. of tallest Basal area Sprouts(no) sprout per stump (no)(cm) (mm‘)
<--————————·—·--—--·-··-··- Season of Harvest -—·-—-··-—·——-—·-·—-——>SPECIES Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow.

_ 1/Nhiäe 57 92 0.98 a 122 b 678 a 839 a 20.7 a 14.9 aoa
Cheztnut 57 44 170 a 175 a 1485 a 1733 a 31.8 a 24.9 aoa
Scaület 14 21 108 a 119 a 682 a 1121 a 10.1 a 10.6 aoa
Yellow- 73 24 168 a 213 b 2358 a 2148 a 19.3 a 13.1 apoplar
Red 90 58 151 a 207 b 1498 a 2130 b 29.6 a 33.8 amaple
Sourwood 88 86 155 a 200 b 1557 a 1617 a 31.1 a 22.3 b ·

1/ — for each sprout production measure of a species in differentharvests in a row, means followed by the same letter do notdiffer at alpha=.05 (Hilcoxon Rank Sum Test).
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Table 8 - Incremental growth of sprout production variables from thefirst to the second growing season by species and season ofharvest, Crztzp VA.

Sprout Production Variables

Stunps Incre. growth Incre. basal Incre. sprout(no) tallest sprout area growth loss (-l or(cm) (mm‘) gain t+lIno)

<-------------------------- Season of Harvest --—------------------->- SPECIES Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow.

Nhige 58 92 71 a 77 a 1047 a 768 a -5.8 a +1.4 aoa
Cheänut 57 44 104 a 97 a 1633 a 1398 a -12.0 a -5.0 aoa
Scaalet 15 21 84 a 84 a 1418 a 1426 a -0.4 a +4.8 aoa
Yellow- 74 24 171 a 150 b 2952 a 1876 b -5.9 a +2.7 apoplar
Red 91 58 155 a 150 a 2293 a 1999 a -8.1 a +11.6 amaple
Sourwood 88 86 111 a 142 b 1606 a 1397 a -6.6 a +8.8 a

1/ - for each groduction measure of a sgecies in different_ _
harvests in a row? means followed y the same letter indicateharvests do not differ at alpha=.05 lanalysxs of covariancel.
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The assumption in the previous analysis was that all

stumps in each harvest were cut at the same time and had the

same root reserve status and lenqth of qrowinq season. This

assumption holds for the dormant season harvest where all

stumps in the six reqeneration plots were cut when no active

qrowth was takinq place. However, the loqistics of the

qrowinq season harvest made it necessary to cut the six

. plots at intervals, over the course of 34 days. This

resulted in a shorter first qrowinq season for trees cut

later into the summer. Fiqure 4 and fiqure 5 illustrate

the effect of harvest date and site quality over the 34 day

harvest period on three sprout production variables for

sourwood and white oak, respectivelv, after the first

qrowinq season.

Simple linear reqression techniques were used to

determine a siqnificant relationship between the independent

variables CSI (number of days since harvest of first

plot/white oak site index) and the three sprout production

variables, HT (heiqht of the tallest sprout), BA (total

basal area production), and ST (number of stems). No

siqnificant linear relationships were found for white oak

for any of the three production variables. however, for

sourwood, siqnificant neqative linear slope coefficients and
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(a) Sourwood

21- 560- 140
.18-

480-12015-
400- 100 ‘

¤l2_ 320_ ao —__—~\
A\ ST-19.;—L7.7(CSI) R -.88 _

äa9-

240- 60 °
‘ A °\;— Q.I['üI.;%-92.2(CSI) R -.94

.-6- 160-403-
80- 20

BA-522.5-801.!•(CSI) R -.990- 0- 0
<·-- JUNE ---> <------------ JULY ----·····--~-->

A Q ,2 21 6 19 20 25 harvest date
Q E I I I I I’__ E I I I I IIn Ä : 17 20 22 I 21 site index Im)

19

- (b) white oak
24- 240- 60

. vr--——--__ °Z°‘ 2°°‘ S° z:~„_ q—°“‘——-..___HT-55.1-24.5(CSI) I¤.s.>
16- 160- 40 —

T=l6-5·8·O(C$II (ms')
12- 120- 30 ¤

‘Ä

A8- 80- 20 . ßA·198.5-16S.l+(CSI) (n.s.)4-A 40- 10 ·
0- 0- 0

A <--- Jung -··> <-····------- JULY —-----------··> ·· A N: 1-_- 21 6 19 20 25 harvest d¤¤¤
E Q I I I I I’_ Lg ’_ I I I I IIn ee : 17 20 22 I 21 site index (m)

19
O HT - height of the tallest sprout (cm
A BA - total basal area production (mm‘) ’
¤ ST - number of sprouts (#) .

CSI - number of days since harvest of first plot/white oak site index

Figure ha & b - Variation in growing season harvest sprout production
characteristics after one growing season as affected
by, day of harvest and site quality for sourwood (a)
and white oak (b), Critz, VA. Site index used is for
white oak in meters (base age 50). Each site index
value represents one sample plot.
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(a) Sourwood
28- 2800- 280 ¤
24- 2400- 240

A *·~„____~ ST-16.8-l7.5(CSI) R -.76zo- 2ooo· zoo *— ¤
15- 1500- 150 · ‘

¢i°HT-2!•6.8—125.4(CSI) R -.83
12- 1200- 120 BA-2087.6—126l•.1(CSI) R -.67
8- 800- 80

4- 400- 40 '

0- 0- 0
A

(-•-• JUNE --•) (-•••••••••••
JULY -•••-••-•••••->

A NE E 21 6 19 20 25 harvest data1*, 1, 1-, I I I I I,_ < ,: I I I I I _ _‘^ ¤¤ - 17 20 Z2 I 21 site index Im)
19

(b) white Oak
24- 1200- 180

o0- -2 looo 150 A _ 6 BA-897.3-1S0.3(CSI) R -.05—7*-iii-A-
· -6-800-1_

_
A ¤12 600 90 ¤ ST-18.7—10.7(CSI) (n.s.)8- 400- 60 ·

4- -200- -30

O- 0- O
A <--- JUNE -·-> <------------ JULY ----—--------->~_ ^ 21 6 19 20 25 harvest date^ E E .jf, 5 5 I I I I I,__ < „_ I I I I I _ _ ,V1 ¤¤ I 17 20 22 I 21 site index Im)

19
0 HT - height of the tallest sprout (cm)A BA - total basal area production (mm!)
¤ ST - total number of sprouts (#)CSI - number of days since harvest of first plot/white oak site index

Figure Sa & b · Variation in growing season harvest sprout production
characteristics after two growing seasons as affected
by day of harvest and site quality for sourwood Ia)
and white oak (b), Critz, VA. Site index used is for
white oak in meters (base age 50). Each site index
value represents one sample plot.
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hiqhly siqnificant intercepts were found for all three

sprout production variables (Fiqure M). This indicates a

siqnificant decrease in sourwood sprout response as cuttinq

is extended into the qrowinq season. Countering this

tendency is the positive effect of site qualitv on sprout

production with a later cutdate. This explains the

noticable increase in sprout response for all three

production neasure on the plots with the hiqher site

qualities (site index 22 and 21m), and the decrease on those

plots with the poorer site quality (site index 19m), (Eiqure

ua). Althouqh no siqnificant trends were found for white

oak (Fiqure üb) the increases in sprout response is still

noticable on plots with a hiqher site quality, even with the

depressinq effect of a late cutdate.

White oak sprout response after twc qrowinq seasons

chanqed little from the first vear, except for the

siqnificant relationship for BA (Fiqure Sb). However,

sourwood sprout production of stems cut late in the qrowinq

season has increased (Fiqure Sa). A siqnificant positive

linear relationship was found between the dependant variable

ST and the independent variable CSI, while siqnificant

neqative relationsbips were found for the production

variables HT and BA. The positive slope for STindicatesthat
the depressinq effect of a late cutdate on sourwood
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sprout production the first growing season has stimulated

stem production during the second growing season- Higher

site quality intensified this response-

An analysis of covariance was used to determine if

cutdate was able to explain a significant amount of the

Variation in individual species sprout response previouslv

attributed to the harvest effect. Harvest was the main

effect while cutdate was the covariate. Cutdate explained a

siqnificant amount of the Variation in sourwood sprout

response between harvests for the dependant variables HT and

ST. This analysis gave iustification for using cutdate as

an independent variable for sourwood in the growing season

harvest in the next section on sprout prediction.

ihren; £rnd,.is1:ie,n—
The results reported in previous sections suggest that

different species and harvest treatments differ in their

propensity for sprout production. therefore, separate

models of stump sprout production were developed for each

species·harvest combination using the parent—tree

attributes, site index, and cutdate as independent variables

(Table 9)• The species with the best regression model that

explained the largest portion of total Variation was

sourwood (R2=.60) for the dependant variable log(BA) (basal
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area production), with a dormant season harvest. Per all

species within the dormant season harvest the equations for

BA had higher coefficient's of determination than equations

for the other sprout production variables. Overall, the

majority of the models were very poor with coefficient's cf

determination below .00. In general, the equations

developed for the doraant season harvest had higher EZ

values than their counterparts in the growing season

harvest. Only yellow—poplar reversed this trend. Because

of the poor fit of most of the nodels, no further attempts

were made to compare equations for a species between

harvests. Instead, a classificaton system was used to study

the effect of tree characteristics on sprout production fcr

species groups with siuiliar patterns.

Initially, inside basal bark diameter, aqe, basal area

growth, and height distributions were divided into three

nearly equal groups for sprout production variables of each

species qroup - harvest conbination (Table 10). Individual

species with similiar sprout response were qrouped together.

Chestnut oak, red naple, yellow·poplar and sourwood were

combined (Table 10b), while white oak was reported

separately (Table 10a). Scarlet oak was eliminated from

this analysis due to the insufficent sample size. A

signifiqance level of alpha=.1 (Duncans Multiple Range Test)
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was used for this analysis. The percent of stumps which

produced at least one sprout after two qrowinq seascns is
reported for each level of the parent tree variables. Por

both Species qroups within each season of harvest, there is

a trend of decreasinq sproutinq frequency with increasinq

levels of the parent tree variables. Given the same level

of the parent tree variable, the sproutinq frequency and

production of white oak is lower than the other species

qroup.

Species in Table 10b reqister increases in sprout

production for stuups which are larqer, older, and faster-

qrowinq, while increases are tempered in the hiqher levels

of the parent tree variables with a qrowinq season harvest.

Sprout production of white oak (Table 10a) shows a more

asymtotic relationship with increases in Sprout production

decreasinq with the larqest, oldest, and fastest growinq

trees. Sprout heiqht and number appear especially sensitive

to chanqes in levels of the parent tree variables. The

decline in sprout production at hiqher levels for both

Species becomes more apparent for many parent tree variables

with a qrowinq season barvest.
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Briest 2.; BBE ,2;; yhite nah ehren; .2.§§,?§§,§;!„E,l.Qi!,¢.!
white oak sprout production expressed a stronq

curvilinear relationship with respect to each parent-tree

variable compared to the other species (Table 10a). The

nean values of 7.5 cu DBH classes (diameter at hreast

heiqht) were plotted aqainst the sprout production variables

HT (heiqht of the tallest sprout) and BA (total basal area

production) for dormant and orowinq season harvests (Fiqures

6). The differences in mean values between harvests are

qreatest for the snaller diameter classes (1-5), while the

lower production values of the larqest classes tend to

converqe for both harvests. The heiqht of the tallest

sprout peaks in the third diameter class with a dormant

season harvest, while with a qrowinq season harvest the peak

occurs in the second diameter class at a lower production

level (Fiqure 6a). The same trend is present in Fiqure 6h

for the variable BA.

VE££”
éßé 22§L*§ä££§£·é§22£L§§§§1i§i2£§
Comparisons of pre- and post-harvest importance values

indicates the oak species reqistered lower post-harvest

importance values on all site class - harvest combinations

(Table 11). The decreases were similiar for dormant and
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Figure 6a 6: b · Mean values of white oak sprout production for height of
the tallest sprout (a) and total sprout basal area (b)
by parent tree diameter (DHH) and season of harvest after
two Growing seasons, Critz, VA.
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growing season harvests within each site class, with the

decrease on the poor sites double that found for the good

sites. Post-harvest importance of red maple decreased on

the poor sites for both harvests, with a larger decrease

reported with a dormant season harvest compared tc the

growing season harvest (6 and 2 percent, respectively). Cn

the good sites post—harvest importance of red maple

increased less with with a dormant season harvest conpared

to the growing season harvest 13 and 9 percent,

respective1v)• Contrary to red maple, sonrwood registered

increases in importance with both harvests on the Poor

sites, and decreases on the good sites- The largest

increase and decrease in importance tor sourwood was

reported with a dormant season harvest, with an increase of

12 percent on the poor sites and a decrease of 7 percent on

the good sites, respectively. Yellow·poplar was a minor

component on the poor sites, however, on the better sites

similiar decreases were reported on both dormant and growing

season harvest, 6 and 5 percent, respectively. Blackgum

accounted for the maiority of the increases in other woody

species.

Regression relationships were developed for each

species to give statistical signifigance to changes in

importance values over the range of site gualities.
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Table 11 - Impertance values 1/ ef the pre-harvest everstery and pes{·harvest_sfems ever one meier fall affer tN0_2PON1hQ seasons
SX specxes groups; season ef harvesf, and s1 e class; Cr1tz»

@98 SIE I
DORMANI §§A§Q§ HAßV§§I GRONING §§;§Q§ HARV§§T

spscxss I_ Pre-harvest Posf·harves{ I Pre—harvest Post—harvesf
°”—-_°_”_-"-°_”-'7EII::::::::::::::::::::::°Z°Z:ZZ:Z:::::::::::::::::::::$'"—-

IOAK$_ 43 23 I 44 23Nhlfé oaks 8 3 I 14 10chesfnuf 27 16 I 13 9 'red eaks 8 4 17 4RED MAPLE 17 11 I . 15 13YELLOH—POPLAR 4 9 I 2 4SOURNOOD 21 33 I 26 32OTHER HOODY 15 24 I 13 28blackgm 5 14 I 3 21dogwood 1 2 I 1 1hzckory 2 · I 3 —
beech_ - 1 I 1 —Va. pxne 5 2 I 3 -efher 2 5 I 2 7

vorm. 1‘ö'ö E6 I Töö Iö'6
GOOD SLTE QLA§§ .

DORMANT SEASDN HARVESI GRONLNQ SEASON HARVESI
SPECIES IPre-harvest Pesf—harvest I Pre-harvesi Posf—harvesf I
OAKS_ 27 16 I 24 14whxfe oaks 13 5 I 15 7chesfnut 5 4 I 2 1red oaks 9 7 I 7 6RED MAPLE 16 19 I 19 28YELLOH—POPLAR 19 13 I 11 6SOURNOOD 14 7 19 16OTHER NOODY 24 45 I 27 36blackgum 4 — 11 I 4 20dogweod 6 12 I 3 4hickory 8 3 I 8 1beech_ 3 3 I 5 _ 6Va. pzne 2 4 I 1 ·other 1 12 I 6 5TOTAL ITÖ 1-00 I EU

1/ · imporfance value=(re1. densify + rel. dominance + rel. frequency)/3
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Siqnifiqant reqressions were found for the pre- and post-

harvest oak species and sourwood on both harvests, and for

pre—harvest yellow·poplar on the dormant season harvest.

The lack of siqnificant reqressions for other ubiquitous

species such as red maple indicates that their importance is

not related siqnificantlv to site quality. The reqression

relationships for oak species, sourwood, and red maple are

shown in Fiqure 7, Fiqure 8, and Fiqure 9, respectively. No

siqnificant differences were found between the slopes cr

intercepts of pre—harvest reqressions on dormant and qrowinq

season harvests for the oak species or sourwood. Therefore,

the pre—harvest importance of these species were the same

over the ranqe of site qualities on both harvests, with

decreasinq importance of oak and sourwood with increasinq

site quality.

The post—harwest importance of oak species had the sane

inverse relationship with site quality for both harvests

when compared to the pre—harvest, however, the siqnificantly

lower intercept indicates lower importance values across all

sites after harvest (Fiqure 7a·b). All reqressions for

sourwood express the inverse relationship between

importance value and site quality (Fiqure 8a—b). Por

sourwood, the slopes and intercepts of pre- and post-harvest

reqressions were siqnificantly different on the dormant
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Figure 7a & b — Pre- and post-harvest importance values (IV) for oak speciesfor a dormant season harvest (a) and growing season harvest(b) by site index (SI) after two growing seasons, Critz, VA.Site index is for white oak (base age 50). For the same

coefficient of pre- and post—harvest regressions in the same
season of harvest, coefficients Eollowed by the same letterdo not differ at alpha=.05 (Conditional Error Test).
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. Figure 8a 8 b · Pre- and post—harvest importance values (IV) for sourwoodfor a dormant season harvest (a) and growing season harvest(b) by site index (SI) after two growing seasons, Critz, VA.Site index is for white oak (base age S0). For the samecoefficient of pre- and post-harvest regressions in the same
season of harvest, coefficients followed by the same letterdo not differ at alpha-.05 (Conditional Error Test).
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Figure 9a & b · Pre- and post·harvest importance values for re_d maplefor a dormant season harvest (a) and growing seasonharvest (b) by site index after two growing seasons,Critz, VA. Site index is for white oak (base age 50)
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season harvest, but not on the growing season harvest. This

indicates sourwood increased significantlv in importance on

the poorer sites with a dormant season harvest and decreased

on the better sites two-years after harvest (Figure 8a·b).

The growing season harvest indicates a similiar trend,

however, it is not significant (Figure 8a·b). Although no

significant regression relationships were expressed for red

maple the trend of a dormant season harvest to lessen the

occurrence on the poor sites and cause lower increases on

the good sites (Table 11) is apparent in Figure 9.

äcifest nf _s;.=awn<l rarählesm nn 2r„e·har„;es,tv QQÄS adressegegeneratrgg~

The pre—harvest oak advance regeneration was

predominantly under one meter in height (Table 12) with

larger numbers of white oak regenerants on the better sites,

and larger numbers of chestnut oak and red oak group

regenerants on the poorer sites. Overall advance y
regeneration was greater on the poor site gualities. A

small random sample of regenerants under one meter in height

indicated that most oak regeneration were from 14 to 25

years of age.

Linear regression techniques were used to develop a

model to predict the number of pre—harvest oak advance

regeneration from selected stand, fire, and site variables.
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Table 12 - Pre-harvest oak advance regeneration below and
above one meter by species and site class, Critz,
VA.

1/
SLZE CLASS

ROO3 SITE CLASS QOQD Sil; CLASS
(AV. SI=l7) 2/ (AV. SI=2l)‘ Species Height ”

class <-----·—·-- stems /hectareWhite

Oak over lm 59 V 96
under lm 4,622 10,001

Chestnut over lm 156 15
Oak under lm 17,408 2,045

Red Oaks over lm 60 126
-scarlet under lm 8,146 4,073
-red

Total Oak over lm 275 237
under 1m 30,176 16,109

1/ - poor sites are below site index 20m (base age 50)
for white oak and good sites are above site index
20m.

2/ — site index is for white oak in meters (base age 50)
and is the average of six plots in each site class
(Carmean,l971; Doolittle,1957).
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Data for each of the twelve reqeneration nlots was used.

None of the fire variables had siqnificant correlations with

oak reqeneration, however, the two models shown below usinq

only stand variables explained up to 77 percent of the total

variation.

EiGAK ADVANCE BEGENEBATIGN = a + b(MNDIAN/S1) + c(STDAGE) .77

GAK ADVANCE BEGENEEATIGN = a + b(BA) + c(STDAGE) .69

where NNDIAH = mean diameter cf dominants and codominants.
SI = white oak site index (base aqe 50).
BA = oak basal area/total hasal area.
STDAGE = stand aqe in years.

Both models indicate that older stands on poorer sites with

a larqe proportion of oak basal area in larqe trees contain

hiqher densities of oak advance reqeneration. The majority

of this reqeneration was likely established within the last

25

years.gg§;·harvest\gggggg_regeggratigg

Sprout heiqht of sprouted oak advance reqeneraticn

increased siqnificantly from seedlinq sprouts to cut advance

reqeneration for both harvests, while seedlinqs were the

shortest in heiqht of all classes (Table 13). The intact

stems of non—resprout damaqed advance reqeneration were

similiar in heiqht to the new sprout qrowth of resprout

damaqed advance reqeneration. Siqnificantly taller seedlinq
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sprouts and cut advance reqeneration resulted from a dnrmant

season harvest. The hiqhest densitv of reqenerants was fcr

seedlinq sprouts, followed bv resprout damaqed advance

reqeneration, seedlinqs, and cut advance reqeneration.

Althouqh the reqenerant class other sprouts had the lowest

densities, these stens were similiar in heiqht to the

tallest stems of cut advance reqeneration. A dormant season

harvest resulted in a doublinq of the densitv of seedlinq

sprouts and seedlinqs. The intact stems of non—resprout

damaqed advance reqeneration had densities similiar to cut

advance reqeneration with a qrowinq season harvest but were

found in hiqher densities with a dormant season harvest.

All sprout production measures exhibited siqnificant

positive correlation coefficients between trunk basal

diameter of oak advance reqeneration and three sprout

production variables (Table 14), expect for heiqht of the

tallest sprout with a qrowinq season harvest.

The taller and larqer diameter ¤re—harvest stems of cut

oak advance reqeneration were most capable of producinq

sprouts over one meter in heiqht after two qrowinq seasons

on qood and poor sites (Table 800). Althouqh resprout

damaqed advance reqeneration produced sprouts of lower

stature on both site classes compared to cut advance

reqeneration, there were manv more stems per hectare
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Table 13 - Stems per hectare and height of different classesof oak advance and seedling regeneration by season

of harvest after two growing seasons, Critz, VA.

1 Stems Ht. of
(no/ha) tallest

sprout° (cm)
Regenerant <-----· Season of Harvest -—----·-->class Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow.

SEgDL;NG ggg. gg
seedling 2222 926 9 aA 10 aA

SgROUTgg ggg. ggg.
seedling sprout 12732 6310 43 aAB 27 bAB
resprout damaged 5599 4955 88 aBC 80 aCD
adv. reg.

other sprouts 44 22 129 aCD 115 aD
cut adv. reg. 259 252 159 aD 110 bD

;NTACg ggg. ggg. _
non-resprout
damaged adv. reg. 800 193 87 aBC 62 aBC

undamaged adv. reg. 7 ·- 143 CD ·-

1/ - lower case letters - for each class of a variable in
different harvest (rows), means followed by the same
letter do not differ at alpha=.05,(wi1coxon Rank Sum
Test).
UPPER CASE LETTERS - for different classes of a
variable in the same harvest (columns), means followed
by the same letter do no differ at a1pha=.05, (Duncan's
Multiple Range Test).
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Table 14 · Correlation coefficients for original trunk basal
diameter of oak advance regeneration and three sproutproduction variables by season of harvest, Critz, VA.

QQRMANI EEASON EAEVEEZ QRQWINQ SEASON EABVESE(No. stems=56) (No. stems=29)
Variable Correlation Prob>ITI I Correlation Prob>ITI

coefficient I coefficient
.______.._.._.......................I........................I
Height of .57 .0001 I .08 .6801tallest I I
sprout I(cm) I_ Total basal .69 .0001 I .72 .0001area prod. I(mm2) I
Sprouts .76 .0001 I .79 .0001<¤¤> I
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compared to seedlinq sprouts and cut advance reqeneration.

other sprouts are similiar in heiaht to resprout damaqed

advance reqeneration on both sites, with larqer densities of

these individuals on the poor sites compared to the qocd
sites. The density of cut advance reqeneration stems was

much hiqher on the qood sites than on the poorer sites with
a dormant season harvest. Intact advance reqeneration stems

had larqe pre·harvest heiqhts and basal diameters but much7
shorter post-harvest heiqhts compared to sprouted advance

reqeneration of similiar pre—harvest size.

nähele stand resenstatiee
The purpose of this analysis was to determine the

character of reqeneration of different species on a stand

basis with respect to site class and season of harvest. All
stands are fully stocked and in some cases overstocked

(Roach and Ginqrich,1968), with oak species comprisinq about

60 percent of the basal area on the poor sites and H0

percent on the qood sites (Table 16). Hhile basal area of

red naple is similiar on both site classes, yellow·poplar is

siqnificant only on the qood sites.
i

The heiqht of different oriqins of reoeneration for all

species was tallest for stump sprouts, followed by advance

reqeneration, root sprouts, and seedlinqs (Table 17). Both
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Table 15 — Pre- and post·harvest cheracteristics of different classesof oak advance regeneratxon over one meter in height by siteclass after two growing seasons, Cr1tz• VA.
älß SIE §.L§.$ ll

<---—- Post•harvest --·--> <------- Pre-harvest y----—·-->· Stems Ht. of Pre-harvest Predxcted(no/ha) . tallest trunk basal pre·harveststem . diam. stem ht.Icm) (mm) (cm) 2/
RegemnntofclassDorm. Grow Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow.

SPROUTED AQ!. R . ägTIER:-mg sprég 119 :0 1:zsA 107aA 3.9 4.5 58 A 63 A
Resprout dam. '
adv. reg. 237 193 127aA 112bA 8.3 10.2 94 A 110 A8
Other sprouts 59 30 119aA 122aA —•

-- -- --
Cut adv. reg. 15 59 183aA 116aA 36.8 25.7 326 C 236 B

INTACT ADV. REG.Non-rSEEroGt_
damagedadv. reg. 30 -- 118 A -- 15.3 -- 151 8 --

SIE SAS
<-——-- Post·harvest -----> <•----•- Pre-harvest ·-——----->Stems Ht. of Pre-harvest Predicted(no/ha) tallest trunk basal pre-harveststem diam. stem ht.(cm) {mm) {cm) 2/

ofclassDorm. Grow Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow. Dorm. Grow.

SPROUTED ADV. RE .T.?eHHn§§p«-KE 163 -- 119 A --2 3.9 -- sa A --
Resprout dam.
adv. reg. 222 89 133aAB 120aA 11.6 8.6 120 AB 96 A
Other sprouts 30 15 . 148aAB 102aA •- -- -- ·-
Cut adv. reg. 133 74 166aB 117bA 26.7 36.2 243 C 321 8

INTACI ADV. REG.Non·rS§BroGt_
damaged
adv. reg. 89 15 119 A 102 A 19.2 12.6 183 BC 129 A
Uhdamaged adv. 15 —- 143 AB ·- 22.3 ·• 208 C —-

1/ - poor sites are below site index 20m (base age 50) for white oak andgood sites are above s1te index 20m [Carmean,1971s 0ool1ttle•19S7).2/ - model used to predict pre-harvest height of post-harvest advanceregeneration was height = 0.265 9 0.813 (trunk basel diam.) R‘=.87.3/ - lower case letters - for each orxgxn 1h the same site class of _different harvests (rows); UPPER CASE LETTERS — for each hervest inthe same site class ef a variable lcolums). means followed by thesame letter do not differ at elpha=.05 t0uncans Hultple Range Test).
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Table 16 - A summary of pre-harvest species, basal area
(BA) and stems per acre attributes by season
of harvest and site class, Critz, VA.

1/
§lIE §LA§§

POOR SITE CLASS 2/ GOOD SITE CLASS· (AV. SI = 16.5) (AV. SI = 17.4)

_i Species <·--—---····—· Season of Harvest ·-··--·----·>Dormant Growing Dormant Growing

OAKS 3/
BA/ha 15.6 13.3 9.6 8.5
Stems/ha 489 373 274 247

RED MAPLE
BA/ha 4.1 2.8 r 3.7 3.9
Stems/ha 252 225 262 321

YELLOW-POPLAR
BA/ha 0.5 0.2 6.9 3.2
Stems/ha 57 27 222 114

SOURWOOD
BA/ha 3.2 3.2 2.5 3.7
Stems/ha 430 511 230 366

‘· OTHER WOODY
BA/ha 2.8 3.0 5.7 6.2
Stems/ha 269 119 274 351

*1*0*1:2;:.1
BA/ha 26.2 22.5 28.4 25.5
Stems/ha 1497 1255 1262 1399
Mean ht 4/ 14.6 14.9 17.7 15.9
Vol/ha 5/ 265 232 349 274

1/ - poor sites are below site index 20m (base age 50)
for white oak and good sites are above site index 20m.

2/ - There are three plots in each site class. Site
index given is for white oak in meters
(base age 50) and is the average of three plots.
(Carmean,1971; Doolittle,1957).

3/ - BA/ha. is basal area in meters per hectare.
4/ · mean height in meters of dominants, codominants,

and intermediates.
5/ - Vol/ha. is volume in cubic meters per hectare.
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site classes within each harvest show a consistent increase

in the density of stems from stump sprouts to seedlinqs,

except for the smaller number of root sprouts in the poor
site classes. This reflects the absence of prolific root

sproutinq species, such as black locust, doqwood, and

sassafras. While the densitv of stump sprouts was lowest in

nuaber, thev were more than twice as tall as the next

shorter class of reqeneration, advance reqeneration-

Stump sprouts of all oak species were siqnificantlv

taller on poor and qood sites with a dormant season harvest

compared to the qrowinq harvest, while advance reqeneration

was taller on the qood sites. Althouqh oak species are not

known as root sprouters, some did occur- Substantial

increases in the densitv and distribution of stuwp sprouts

occurred on both sites with a dormant season harvest, and

the densitv of advance reqeneration was also doubled- Boot

sprout and seedlinq densitv was also hiqher with a dormant

season harvest. Chestnut oak was responsible for the

siqnificant increases in heiqht of stump sprouts on the poor

sites of the dormant season harvest when compared to the

qrowinq season harvest, while white oak was responsible on

the better sites (Table 19)- The red oaks were responsible

for the taller advance reqeneration on the qood sites of the

dormant season harvest. Lower heiuhts of advance
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reqeneration were reported on the poor sites for the oak

species qroups with a dormant season harvest, however, they

were not siqnificant. Within all site class · harvest

combinations for the oak species oroups, advance

reqeneration stems have the hiqhest density. The larqe

increase in advance reoeneration stems reported for for all

oak species on poor and qood sites with a dormant season

harvest (Table 18), was due to increases by chestnut oak on

the poor sites, and chestnut and white oak on the qood sites

(Table 19).

Yellow·poplar stump sprouts were siqnificantly taller

with a dornant season harvest compared to the qrowinq season

harvest on both site classes (Table 20). The density and

distribution of stunps sprouts was doubled with a dormant

season harvest, however, they are low compared to the oaks,

red naple, and sourwood. The density of advance

reqeneration was doubled with a dormant season harvest, but

these stems were not taller. Within each harvest treatment,
the qood site preference of yellow—poplar was expressed ty

the larqer densitv of individuals of all classes of

reqenerations on the qood sites compared to the poor sites.

The larqest portion of yellow-poplar reoeneration within

each site class — harvest combination were seedlings, which

had the lowest stature.

V
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Red maple stump sprouts in both site classes and

advance reqeneration on better sites were significantly

taller with a dormant season harvest (Table 21). Similiar
to yellow-poplar, the heiqht of red maple stump sprouts and
advance reqeneration is superior to that of the oak Species

(Table 18). The densitv of stump sprouts was increased cn

the poor sites with a dormant season harvest and decreased
on the qood sites, however, the distribution of these stems
was unchanqed. stems of advance reqeneration increased

fourfold on the poor sites with a dormant season harvest,

but these stems were shorter- The density of red maple

seedlinqs was similiar for both harvests within each site

class, althouqh hiqher establishment densities were reported

on the better sites. Red maple seedlinqs have the hiqhest

densities of all reqenerant oriqins, but they are the
smallest in stature. Within each harvest treatment, the
qood sites reported hiqher densities of individuals for all

classes of reqeneration, except for the similiar density of

advance reqeneration with a dormant season harvest. The

heiqhts of the stump sprouts were similiar on both site
classes.

h Sourwood reqeneration was almost totally from stumps

sprouts and advance reqeneration (Table 22). The dormant

season harvest resulted in taller sourwood stump sprouts on
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both site classes and taller advance regeneration on the

poor sites. The density of stump sprouts and advance

reqeneration on good sites was about halved with a dcrmant

season harvest compared to the growing season harvest, while

on the poor sites stump sprouts were slightly reduced.

Advance regeneration was increased fivefold on the poor

sites with a dormant season harvest with these stens being

significantly taller. Changes in the distribution of

sourwood stump sprouts followed that reported for changes in

density.

Other woody species (Table 23) includes blackgun,

dogwood, black locust, sassafras, and others. Contrary to
the other species groups, stump sprouts were not taller with

a dormant season harvest. A substantial decline in the

density of advance regeneration and root sprouts occurred on

the poor site with a dormant season harvest.

While the oak species are subordinate in density and

height compared to all other regneration within each site

class - harvest combination, the relative position of oaks

to its competitors is effected bv the season of harvest

(Table 2M). The difference in height of other species and
oak stunp sprouts is 35 cm on the poor sites of the dcrmant

season harwest (281-2¤6 cn), and 3ß cm on the growing season

harvest (189-155 cm). Therefore, season of harvest had no
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effect Ou DOOI Sites. On good sites the relative difference

in stnmp sprout height of oaks and all others for dormant
and qrowinq season harvest is 65 and 22 cm, respectivelv.

Therefore, the oaks are in a less commpetitive situation
with the dormant season harvest. Applvinq this comparison

to advance reqeneration indicates no difference on the good

sites, hut an advantage on the poor sites with a growing

season harvest.

A nine percent increase in the relative density of oak

stump sprouts was reported on the good sites with a dcrmant

season harvest, while the poor sites exhibited a two percent

qain (Table 25). The conposition of red maple stnmp sprouts

on the poor sites was reduced 1 and 8 percent for the

dormant and growing season harvest, respectivelv, while on

qood sites _red maple increased of 5 and 11 percent,

respectively. Composition of vellow—poplar was not effected

by season of harvest on either site class. Large increases

in sourwood stunp sprout composition were reported on the
poor sites of both harvest (11 and 13 percent for dormant

and growing season harvest, respectivelv), while on the good

sites a decrease of Q percent and an increase of one percent

were reported for dormant and qrowinq season harvests,

respectivelv. Other woodv species deceased on both sites

and harvests, with the largest decrease (16 percent)

reported on the poor site with a dormant season harvest.
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oak advance reqeneration (Table 26) reqistered the

larqest qains in relative density on both site classes with
a dormant season harvest compared to other species. Gn the

poor sites increases of MO and 9 percent were reported for
dormant and qrowinq season harvests, respectively, while on
the better sites increases of 33 and 26 percent,

respectively, were reported. Red uaple advance reqeneration

decreased on both site classes and harvests. On the poor

sites red maple decreased less with a dormant season harvest
compared to the qrowinq season harvest (18 and 30 percent,

respectivelV)• while on the qood sites larqer decreases
occurred with a dormant season harvest (Bü and 21 percent,

respectivelv). Yellow·poplar and sourwood advance

reqeneration was insiqnificant. The larqest chanqe in other «

woody regeneration was a 2ä percent decrease in the poor

site class with a dormant season harvest.
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DISCUSSION

in
The proportion of stumps from which one living sprout

was produced in the dormant harvest (97, 84, 83, 94 percent
for chestnut, white, scarlet oaks, and yellow—poplar)(Table

3) were similiar to those reported bv other researchers for

a siniliar ranqe of aqes and diameters. Chestnut oak is the
exception, however, in that it sproutinq frequency was
higher. Wendel (1975) reported sproutinq frequencies of 88

percent in West virqinia for chestnut oak stumps 5·41 cm
indianeterwith similiar results reported bv Ross (1982) in

the Ridge and Valley Province of Virqinia. White oak
sproutinq aqrees with findinqs hy Wendel (1975) and Johnson

(1977) for aqes under 140 years, while values for scarlet
oak were considerablv higher than the 74 perceut Iépüftcd {Y

Ross (1982). Yellow—poplar sproutinq frequencies agree with

findinqs bv ÜGHÖBÄ (1975). No research exists for sprcutinq

frequency of sourwocd or red maple, but the high sproutinq

frequencies (100 and 93 percent for a dormant season

harvest, respectivelv) assures they will be found in

qnanities nearly equal to that of the initial stand on all
site qualities.

135
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Stunps of larger and older oak trees are less likely to
produce sprouts (Table 1). This confirms what has been

reported by other researchers (Wendel,1975; Sander et
al.,1976; Johnson,1977; HcGee,1978; Ross,1982). The present
study indicates the same trend for non—oak species, except

sourwood. Therefore, while age and diameter are the
overidinq factors affectinq stump sproutinq of a species
(Roth and Heptinq,19ü3; Johnson,1977), basal area growth is
the variable that controls the relative proportions of each.
The failure of older and larger stumps of some species to
sprout is probably due to the aging of dormant buds from
which new sprouts arise, as well as changes in other
physiological processes that make it more difficult to
metabolize root reserves and initiate sproutinq. The effect
appears to be species specific. While sprouting of older
and larger white oak, red maple, and scarlet oak stumps

decreases (Tables 2), stumps of chestnut oak, sourwood, and
yellow—poplar will sprout with hich frequencies regardless

of age or size. The reduction in sproutinq of trees with
rapid basal area growth in years prior to cutting is
probably due to the difficulty of dormant buds to maintain
themselves close to the wood surface (Ross,1982). Rapid
wood growth over many years may sever or damage the vascular
tissues to the dormant buds resultinq in a decreased
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probability of sproutinq when stimulated by cuttinq. The
hiqher number of epicormic branches reported for slower-
qrowinq intermediate and suppressed bardwoods on forest

border opeuinqs compared to faster·qrowinq dominant and
codominant individuals appears to support this hypothesis
(Trimble and Seeqrist,1973). The siqnificant increase in
sproutinq of slower—qrowinq white oak trees reported in this
study (Table 1), and the wide difference in epicormic
branchinq between white oak trees in the upper and lower
crown positions on forest openinqs ccmpared to other
species, confirms the sensitivity of white oak sprouting to
basal area qrowth compared to cther species.

The apparent contradiction of basal area qrowth and

sproutinq relationship for chestnut and scarlet oak (Table
1) may be related to one or more of the followinq factors;
1) the small sample nunber and wide ranqe of values reported
for non—sproutinq stunps, 2) the measure of basal area

increnent used, and 3) the effect of past wildfire and

hiqhqradinq. The measure of basal area increment used was

basal area qrowth per year in the outside 2.5 cm. On larqer
trees which are less likely to sprout, the outside 2.5 ca of
wood may cover only a few years of qrowth while previous

years could have been either suppressed or viqorous. Growth

of the last ten years is a better indicator since the
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diameter effect is eliminated and per year increment is

based on the same time period for all stumps sampled. The

effect of past disturbance in stands sampled may also te
responsible for unexpected results. Enpirical investigation
has shown that high·grading has resulted in stands with many
age classes with changing doninance relationships throughout

the stand history. In some cases the positive effect of slow
basal area growth say be overshadowed by the depressing

effect of older age. Intense wildfire is especially

freguent on the poor sites where chestnut and scarlet oaks

are found, and may be responsible for the death or damage to
dornant buds. Powers and Wiant (1970) included fire as a
possible cause for the death of dormant buds in coastal
redwood (Seguoig» §esgervi£§ä§)• Although this study, as

well as that by Ross (1982) found that parent oak trees

killed by intense fire resprouted, trees not damaged enough

to resprout may have sustained damage to dormant buds.

Many researchers have failed to find significant

effects of season of harvest on sprouting frequency

(Wendel,1975; Johnson,1977; Roth and Hepting,19u3). White

oak, red naple, and probably scarlet oak were affected in
this study. White oak sprouting is cousistent in its

response to age, size, and season of harvest compared to red

maple. Sprouting of older and larger white oak stumps
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decreases consistently, with the oldest (>80 yrs) and
larqest ()3O cm) stumps sproutinq siqnificantly less with a

qrowinq season harvest (18 and 37 percent, respectively).

Sproutinq of red maple stumps decreases little with

increasinq dianeter until a diameter of 30 cn, when a drop

to 67 percent was reported for each harvest (Table 3). Only
older (>80 yrs) red naple stumps sprouted less with a
qrowinq season harvest conpared to a dornant season harvest
(18 percent). The sprout response of scarlet oak appears
similiar to white oak.

The failure of older and larqer stunps of sone species

to sprout less freouently with a qrowinq season harvest is
likely related to the added stress imposed by the depletion

of available root reserves lost in the cut sten. The

physioloqical aqinq processes in the dornant buds and
vascular tissues of larqer and older stems of sone species
may result in less efficient metabolizinq of thier reuaininq
root reserves conpared to younqer trees. Therefore, they

may lack sufficient viqor to initiate sproutinq of dormant
buds. ihite oak, red maple, and probably scarlet oak stunps
appear to be especially sensitive. Althouqn the ranqe cf
dianeters and aqes tested in this study (1-N5 cm and 20-90
yrs, respectively) are representative for the species found

on the Virqinia Piednont, they do not fully span the ranqe
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that most of these species, especially the oaks and yellow-
peplar, are capable of attaininq. Reductions in spreutinq

for older and larqer stumps beyond the ranqes of the sample
in this study would probably be more sionificant for all
species with a qrowinq season harvest.

The present study indicates that by samplinq the maier

species within two site classes on a stand basis, that a
dormant season harwest resulted in 6 and 4 percent increases

in sproutinq frequency on poor and qood site classes,

respectively (Table 4). This reflects an increase in

sproutinq frequency on a stand basis. The sproutinq ef all

oaks on the poor sites was increased with a dormant season

harvest, while the undesirable species were not (Table 5).

Chestnut oak and scarlet oak were not effected appreciably
by season of harvest in the poor site class, therefore,

white oak is responsible for the siqnificant increase in oak

sproutinq reported with the dormant season harvest. On poor

sites where chestnut oak dominates, its superior spreutinq

frequency over other oaks (Hoss,1982), and lack of decrease

in sproutinq frequency with increasinq dianeter, aqe, er

season of harvest assures its' future after harvest (Table
2,3,4). On the better sites, yellow-poplar is in a sisiliar
situation. The present study indicates that post-harwest

oak composition ef older and larqer Piedmont stands of white
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and scarlet oak will be increases substantially with a

dormant season harvest, with post-harvest composition of red

maple also increased due to sproutinq of older stuupe.

However, even with a dormant season harvest white oak and

scarlet oak sproutinq is lower than other associated species

(Table U). Adequate oak advance reqeneration in older and

larqer stands of white and scarlet oak will be critical to

assure necessary post-harvest oak coaposition under even-

aqed uanaqement, reqardless of season of harvest.

Studies relatinq svroutinq frequency with site quality

are inconsistent in their results. Hendel (1975) reported
no effect, Johnson (1977) a positive effect, and Ross (1982)
a neqative effect. On Piedmont sites no conclusive trends

were evident between sproutinq frequency and site quality.

Hhite oak and red maple were the only species sampled cn

both site qualities. Althouqh hiqher sproutinq frequencies

were reported for both species on the voor sites, these were

not statistically siqnificant (Table 4). It is likely that

the effect of site quality on sproutinq frequency of

individual species is less important than microsite

differences between stumps, parent tree characteristics, and

past disturbances.

Predictinq whether or not an individual stump will

sprout yielded promisinq results for white oak, qiven the
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variables used. Use of discriminant analysis to predict

white oak sproutinq frequency yielded results similiar to
those found hy Ross (1982) for chestnut, scarlet, and black
oak. The neasurable variables of stump size, aqe, vigor,

and site index for different spcies missclassifed only 22

and 30 percent of the stumps for dormant and growinq season

harvests, respectively. The additional unexplained

variation is likely manifested in other hard—te—measure
variables such as qenetics, microsite differences, loqqinq
and wildfire occurrence, dormant bud orientation, root
carbohydrate reserves, and hormone levels.

Oak stump spreuts have been shown to be an acceptahle

form of reqeneratien when stumps are cut lcw so that sprouts
i

develop at or below the root collar, thereby reducing the
possibility of poor fern and decav (Lamson,1976; Roth and

Heptinq,19ß3). The superior heiqht qrowth of oak stusp

sprouts compared to advance reqeneration (HcOuilken,1975;

Ross,1982), and their hiqh densitv on Piedaont sites means

they will be a maier factor in the stockinq of the new
stand. A quide developed for the Central States (Sander et

al.,198ß; Sander et al.,1976) determined adequate oak

stockinq at stand aqe 20 required 5¤6 stems per hectare.

The sproutinq frequencies in Table 3 were applied to the

pre-harvest oak densities fer white, chestnut, and red oaks
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(using the value for Scarlet oak) on both site classes of

each harvest. Assuainq that 74 percent of the Stumps that

sprouted after two years will support a dominant cr

codominant stem at age 20 (Sander et al,1976), with each

Stump producing one tree, the stocking percent for oak stump

sprouts at age 20 for poor sites with a dormant and growing

season harvest is 61 and 42 percent, respectively, and 33
and 27 percent for good sites, respectivelv. Irrespectiwe

of other Species, oak stump sprouts will make up a large

portion of the oak regeneration, with this component higher

on the poor sites.

éneent v nre,<is.¤.etiea ·
Few references in the literature document the relative

height growth of undesirable species like red maple and

sourwood, with desirable oak species and yellow-poplar on

sites which they associate. The superior height growth cf
chestnut oak on Pieduont Sites, followed in descending order
by red, Scarlet, and white oak was reported by Roth and

Hepting {1943) in western Virginia after two years and again

at five years. The dominant Sprout height of chestnut and
scarlet oak on poor sites in this Study (site index
14.6-19.8 m for white oak, hase age 50) with a dormant

season harvest {274 and 192 cm, reSpectivelY)• were
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considerablv higher than those reported bv Ross (1982) cn
poor Ridge and Vallev sites ranging from site index

11.3-15.2 m (base age 50) for white oak (174 and 124 cn,

respectivlv) (Table 6). The subordinate height growth of
white oak compared to chestnut oak, scarlet oak, red oak,

yellow·poplar, red aaple, and sourwood on all site class ·
harwest combinations (Table 6) agrees with liuited

comparisons possible in the literature for a wide range of
site gualities and species co~binations (Hendal,1975; Roth
and Hepting,1943).

On better Piedmont sites ranging from site index

14.7-22.9 m (base age 50) for white oak, the height growth

of yellow-poplar stumps cut during the dormant season (337

cm) is superior to the height of 215 cm reported bv Hendal

(1975) on excellent West Virginia sites (site index 22.6 m
(base age 50) for white oak). Red oak is not found on

Piedmont sites below site index 19 m (base age 50) for white

oak. Its height growth on these better sites (251 and 140

cn for dornant and growing season harvests, respectivelv)

were higher than those reported bv Hendal (1975) on West

Virginia sites above site index 16.7 m (base age 50) for
white oak (198 and 107 cn for doruant and growing season

harvests, respectivelv).
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The significant increases in sprout height and basal
area with a dormant season harvest reported for all Piedmont
species (Table 6) confirms results and suggestions by others

(Roth and Hepting,1943; Johnson,1977; Clark and Liming,1953)

- that the stored carbohydrate root reserves responsible for
viqorous sproutinq are at their maximum during the dormant

season. Roth and Hepting (1943) found that white oak stunps

cut in November and June produced a four·vear sprout height

of 306 and 222 cm, respectivelv. Slightly higher, but
similiar results were reported for scarlet oak. Although

the basic concept of superior sprouting after dormant season

cutting is acknowledged, few reports in the literature have
discerned how season of harvest affects the dominance

relationships of post·harvest species associations. Bed
maple outdistances its competition on poor Piedmont sites

with a dornant season harvest, but its loss of vigor with a

growing season harvest nakes it siniliar in height to
chestnut oak and sourwood. A loss of vigor for red maple is

also evident on the good sites. A siniliar situation occurs

for yellow—poplar on the good sites. Iherefore, while
siqnificant increases in sprout production and sprout
frequency of desirable oak species is evident with a dormant
season harvest, undesirable species have also increased

their coapetitiveness.
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The overridinq factor in conpetitive success in younq

post—harvest stands is the heiqht of the tallest sprout. lf
an individual can naintain superior heiqht qrowth until
crown closure (about aqe 10-15) then it will likely secure a

dominant canopy position. Roth and Heptinq (1943) reported

that differences in heiqht qrowth of oak species caused hy
season of harvest are material onlv durinq the first few

years. After this time heiqht qrowth is the same reqardless
of season of harvest. However, while the relative strata

position of oaks after two years wav be indicative of future

success, their future in the new stand will depend on the

chanqes in viqor of ubiquitous undesirable competitors.

Sourwood is a species releqated to the lower canopy of

mature Piedmont stands, while red maple is capable of canopy

domination. The present rapid heiqht qrowth of sourwood
i

should decline and its place taken by other species. The

problen with this species is that its viqorous sproutinq in

the early years produces a wide zone of lateral sprouts

around a few tall central leaders, which uses larqe amounts

of site resources and shades out more desirable species. A

similiar problem exists with red maple except that its
superior relative heiqht after two qrowinu seasons with a

dormant harvest will likely continue throuqh crown closure.

Larqe expansive red naple clunps that conpete with desirahle

R
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species has been documented by ucGee and Hooper (1975) ten-

years after cuttinq in the Southern Appalachians. Euture
results from this study will determine the extent of the
above prohlews on the Piedmont. The advantaqe accrued ty
desirable species throuqh the use of early silvicultural

treatments, such as stunp herbicide treatments (Lewis,1983),

to elininate red maple and sourwood is ohvious.

The effect of site quality on sprout production is not
well understood. Ross (1982) reported taller sprouts and
lower sprout bionass of chestnut oak after two qrowinq

seasons on better Bidqe and Valley sites, while Johnson

(1977) found a positive correlation of site index with black
oak sprout heiqht. In the present study there were no

differences in white oak sprout heiqht on qood and poor

Piedmont sites, however, red maple and sourwood expressed

differences in sprout heiqht (Table 6). The dormant season

harvest allowed sourwood to express its viqor on the poor

sites to which it is best adapted, while taller red maple
sprouts on better sites of a qrowinq season harvest may have

allowed it to capitalize on the hiqher woisture and nutrient
availability.

A qrowinq season harvest may result in the loss, or
insiqnificant contribution of, the sprout qrowth for trees
cut durinq this time, compared to a dormant season harvest.
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Comparison of the first·year dormant season harvest sprout

production with the second-year growing season (Table 7)

indicates that for chestnut and scarlet oak the siqnificant
increases in two·year sprout production with a dormant
season harvest (Table 6) is a real increase of one-year's

growth. The sprout production of the shortened first
growing season of the growing season harwest was probably

insignificant compared to the second full—year of growth.

For white oak, yellow—poplar, sourwood, and red maple the
height growth of the shortened first growing season of the

growing season harvest was significant. Larger numbers of

stems on the first-year results was not important in this

analysis since this is an expected first-year response
(Table 7).

Sprouts foraed late in the growing season when the

supply of stored carbohydrates is at a minimum, tend to te

less vigorous than those after a dormant season harvest

(Roth and Hepting,19ß3; Buell,19uO). While sprouts produced

following a dormant season cutting will surwiwe until some

are shaded out, many sprouts formed following a growing

season harvest are likely to be killed back during che

winter. This results in the loss of much of the first·

year°s sprout production with a growing season harvest, as

evidenced by the lack of significant increases in total
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basal area production for all species except red maple
(Table 7). This further accentuates the ability of red
maple to capitalize were other species fall short. From a
oak manageaent standpoint, if a dormant season harvest in
the present year is not possible, it may be worthwhile to
postpone cutting to the following winter to gain the
benefits of increased sprouting freguencv of oak species.
This would appear especially appropriate on poorer sites
where chestnut and scarlet oak predominate.

The shortened first—year growing season of the growing
season harvest did not result in a 'catching up' response
for any species in the second growing season, except
sourwood (Table 8). Instead, the increase in stems with a
growing season harwest indicates the second·year growth of
stunps recowering from the shortened first·year growing

season exhibit the first·vear growth characteristic of
superior sprout proliferation. The second·vear growth of

species in the dornant harvest all showed a reduction in the
number of stems due to the dieback of shaded stems (Both and
Hepting,1943; Wendel,1975). Important to note is that for
all species except yellow—poplar, there were no differences
in basal area growth between harvests, however, the
reduction in stems with a dormant season harvest means this
new basal area growth is being channeled into fewer sprouts.
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In the growing season harvest, this new basal area is being

channeled into newly·formed Staus which are incapable of

attaining dominance over stems originating the first growing

season. This further supports use of a dormant season

harvest to utilize sprout biomass most efficiently.

As cutting is extended into the growing season, sprout

response after one growing season dropped significantly for

sourwood and may be due to carbohydrate reserves becoming

depleted, however, on better sites this tendency was

ameliarated (Figure 4a). This sane general trend was

reported for white oak, but was not significant (Figure 4h).
The reason for the site effect may be due to the higher

moisture and nutrient avaiability on the better sites. The

effect may have been intensified during the study period due

to the record 1983 sunner drought. All of the growing

season harvest plots were cut between June and mid—July. If

cutting were extended into nid·August it is likely that few

stumps would sprout until the following growing season (Both

and Hepting, 1943). In this study many sourwood and white

oak stunps cut late in the growing season failed to sprout

till the second year.

After two growing season the negative relationships

reported for sourwood the first year for height of the

tallest sten and basal area continued, while the number cf
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sprouts produced was hiqher on sites cut later in the

qrowinq season (Fiqure Sa). This indicates that the lower
heiqht and basal area sprout response for sourwood stems cut
later in the qrowinq season will continue after two qrowinq
seasons. Althouqh the response noted for sourvood was not

determined for other species due to the smaller number or
plots sanpled, it say have occurred. If a growinq season
harvest is necessary, cuttinq as early as possible is
advisable to maxinize hardwood sprout production.

,.2:.45¤¤ mgrséietien am
The only attempt in the literature to use reqression

analysis to predict early post-harvest sprout production

from stunp characteristics was reported by Ross (1982) for

three oak species (chestnut, scarlet, black). This study

used a similiar approach for oak and non—oak species with

the addition of site quality as a variable. The Variation

explained by the models (Table 9) were qenerally hiqher than
those reported by Boss (1982), but still too low to he of

value for prediction as a nanaqement tool. It is likely the

reason for the poor results in both studies is related to

uicrosite and qenetic differences which are not inherent in
measures of stump characteristics, and perhaps more

importantly, the inability to accurately assess the root
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reserves upon which sprout production has been shown to rely
upon. Basal area qrovth appears to be a inadequate
indicator of root reserves.

The lower coefficients of determination for equations

for most species with a qrowinq season harvest may be an
indication of the added variability imposed by the chanqinq
root reseryes of the stunps cut at different times durinq
the qrowinq season harvest. The comnon root reserve status

for all trees cut with a dormant season harvest eliminated

this compoundinq factor. In this study sourwood and yellow-

poplar showed consistently hiqher coefficients cf
determination for sprout production characteristics fcr
dormant and qrowinq season haryest, respectiyely. This

confirms results reported by Ross (1982) and Johnson (1977)

for oak species, that measurable variables are better able

to explain the sproutinq relationships of some species than

for others.

The qreatest value in the reqression approach lies in

discerninq trends in sprout production with respect to

parent·tree characteristics that may not be identified hy

simple correlation. These trends can then be explored
further by a tabular approach (Table 10a—b). Ross (1982)

found a trend of increased sprout production with an

increase in tree size and yiqor for three oak species was
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tempered bv decreasina sprout production with parent tree
aqe. Johnson (1979) utilized curvilinear reqression and
reported that four year sprout heiqht of white and black oak
increased with stunp diameter up to 15 cm, and then
decreased. Use of correlation coefficients can disquise
meaninqful non·linear relationships and qive inconsistent
results. Wendel (1975) found no correlation between stuap
diameter and ten·vear sprout heiqht, while Johnson (1977)
found a siqnificant neqative correlation between Stump
diameter and fifth·year sprout heiqht. While many of the
differences in these studies are due to differences in the
aqe and size structure of the samples, simple correlationshould be avoided. l

This study attenpted to sample stumps of the maier
Species, with dianeter classes represented equallv. The
sample was of stumps from 2-ßS cm in diameter, which is a
qood repesentation of Piedmont sites. Smaller, younqer, and

slower·qrowinq stunps of all Species can be expected to
sprout with their hiqhest frequencies, while sprout
production is maximized at different levels for individual
species (Table 10). Two factors become increasinqlv
important considerinq the reproduction potential of a
species in proqressively older and larqer stands: 1) the
sprout production of the older, larqer, and faster·growinq
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stumps and, 2) the sproutinq frequency of these individuals.
Older, larqer, and faster-qrowinq stumps of chestnut oak,

yellow-poplar, red uaple, and sourwood will sprout with
increasinq viqor with a dormant season harvest, with more
than 91 percent of these individuals sproutinq (Table 10b).
Contrary to the other species, white oak sprout production
and frequency is of nuch lower maqnitude compared to the
other species, qiven the same levels of the parent-tree

variables (Table 10a). More inportantly, white oak sprout
production is naxinized at the uedian levels of the parent

tree variables, and then decreases for the larqest (>2O cm),

oldest (>65 years), and fastest-orowinq (>9 cm?/yr/outside

2.5 cm) stumps. The sproutinq freuuencies of these stunps
is lower than those of the other species (<75 and <66
percent for doruant and qrowinq season harvests,

respectively). Conparison of white oak sprout heiqht and

basal area production indicates production increases to a
hiqher diameter with a dornant season harvest compared to

the qrowinq season harvest (7.5-15.0 cm and 15.1-22.5 cn,

respectivelv)(Fiqure Sa-b). The low sproutinq frequencies

of larqer, older, and faster—qrowinq white oak stumps
coupled with their poor sprout production compared to other

species, indicates they will not fiqure prominently in the

new stand. However, sprout frequencv and production of
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these stumps will be maximized with a dormant season
harvest. The small sample size of scarlet oak necessitated
omittinq it from the above analysis (appendix A), however,
the lower sproutinq frequencies of older and larger stumrs

(Table 2), and similiar sprout production of this species
conpared to white oak (Table 6), indicates that scarlet oak
should be treated in a siailiar manner to white oak.

while Ross (1982) found oak sprout production decreased
steadily with increasinq aqe on poor Ridqe and Valley sites
for chestnut and scarlet oak, the effect of aqe on oak
sprout production on the Piedmont is not apparent until

after aqe 65- At this time sprout heiqht increases less

rapidlv for chestnut oak and starts to decline for white and

scarlet oak, but not siqnificantly (appendix A)- The reason
for the difference is probably due to larqe differences in
site quality. Poor Bidqe and Valley sites are much poorer

sites compared to the poor Piedmont sites (site index 11.3

and 15-2 m for upland oak, respectively)- The deeper soils

and more favorable environmental conditions found on poor

Piedmont sites allow these stands to be more productive to
an older aqe, and capable of hiqher stockinq than the hiqhly
stressed sites of the Ridqe and Valley.
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The development of the importance value for use in

assessinq chanqes over an ecoloqical continuum has been
challenqed by ecoloqists since its first use hy Curtis and
Mclntosh {1951) in the upland forests of Wisconsin. In this
study the importance value is assuned to represent the
utilization of site resources (water, liqht, nutrients) ty
different species. There is the unproven assumption that
frequency, densitv, and dominance values are equally
important for all species, and that pre- and post-harvest

values are comparable. Usinq these values in reqressicn
equations makes added assumptions. This approach can he
deened useful and valid if it supports other quanitative “

results.

The importance of oak species in the pre—harvest stand

was found to decrease siqnificantly with increasinq site

quality, with increasinq imortance of yellow—poplar with
increasinq site quality. This is consistent with other

research that reports hiqher basal area of oaks on site

indicies 1ß.O to 16.8 m £base_ aqe 50) for white oak

(Bowersox and Ward,I972). The reqression comparisons for
the oak species on both harvests found the importance of
oaks had the same relationship with site quality two qrowinq

season after harvest, hut the importance values were lower
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on all stands (Fiqure 7). The lower sproutinq frequency of
the oaks with a qrowinq season harvest may be partially
responsible (Table 0), however, the larce proliferation cf
pioneer species followinq cuttinq capture a hiqh percentaqe
of the importance value due to their hiqh frequency and
abundance. This was reflected in the larqe increases in
other woody species teported for both site classes (Table
11). As the stand closes and competition weeds out unsuited
individuals the persistant oaks should increase in
importance. The decrease in post—harwest importance of oak
species on the poor sites was double that found on the qood
sites (Table 11). This same trend was indicated by the
reqression lines for pre- and post·harvest values on both
harvests (Fiqure 7a2). This is probably due to the latqer
increases in importance of sourwood and vellow—poplar on the
poor sites compared to the qood sites.

Reqression analysis for sourwood (FÄGHCG 8) confirns
the poor site preference of this species suqgested by the
taller stu»p sptouts and advance reqeneration on the pocr
sites with a dormant season harvest (Table 6822). Althouqh
a dormant season harvest increased the importance of
sourcood on the poor sites, importance on the qood sites was
decreased. This is likely due to the inahility of souruood
to compete effectively with the more viqorous competitors cn
the better sites.
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The importance of red maple decreased on the poor sites
for both harvests and increased on the good sites (Table
11). A dormant season harvest resulted in the largest
decrease on the poor sites (6 percent) and the smallest
increase on the good sites (3 percent). Although the
regression relationships were not significant, the trend cf
a dormant season harvest causing lower increases on the good
sites and higher decreases on the poor sites is apparent
(Figure 9).

The use of this regression approach to asses changes in
stand composition over a range of site Gualities appears

i

consistent with other data. Results of this initial
analysis are surprisingly good considering the large amount
of Variation due to the flush of new vegetation. As stand
development continues and the dominant species express
themselves more significant relationships should surface

iron which more pointed conclusions can be made.

Future used of this approach may center on finding an

alternative method of assessing importance throughout early
stand development. The linear length of live stem combined
with basal area and the density of individuals of a species
may be a better indicator of the utilization of site
resources of each species, however, this may not be as
suitable for assessing pre-harvest stands. The method used
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in this study, althouqh conventional, is useful when

comparinq mature pre-harvest stands and those underqoinq
early stand development.

Efiesi 2; ebend xeriahles sn 2re+ha;1e§i eek eéxense;...<1..ne@<= ...¤e.t.;..<2n
The larqer number of under one meter pre—harvest oak

advance reqeneration (Table 11) found on the poorer sites is
due to environmental conditions that favors its
establishment (Carvell and Tryon,1958; Minckler and
Jensen,1959; Ross,1982). The outcone of the linear
reqression analysis supports relationships between oak

advance reqeneration and stand and site variables reported
in the literature. The positive correlation between tree
size and basal area on oak seedlinq establishment is well
understood (Downs and McQuilken,1944). The smaller number

of under one meter reqenerants on the better sites (Table

11) is indicative of the intense competition from other

veqetation and the denser overhead cauopy which is not as

conducive to oak seedlinq establishnent (Carvell and

Tryon,1961; Bowerson and Hard,1972). The superior acorn
productivity and establishment of chestnut oak on the poorer

sites compared to other oaks (Ross,1982) probably

contributes to the larqer nu~ber of reqenerants on the

poorer sites.
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The effect of season of harvest on sproutinq frequency

of oak advance reqeneration is not known. The larqe
increase in seedlinq sprout density with a dormant season
harvest compared to the qrowinq season harvest (12732 and
6310 stems per hectare, respectively), indicates the smaller
stems of advance reqneration with the smallest root reserves
are most sensitive to season of harvest. Therefore, while
the larqer stumps of some species are less likely to sprout
with a qrowinq season harvest probahlv due to aqing of
dormant buds and less efficient metabolizinq of depleted
root reserves, the root systems and buds of small seedlinq
spronts may not be developed enouqh.

Sprout production of oak advance reqeneration is

positively correlated with larqer oriqinal trunk basal
diameter and heiqht (HcQuilken,1975; Sander,1972;

Ross,1982)(Table 1ß815). The larqer basal diameter is a
reflection of larqer root carbohydrate reserves which are
responsible for viqorous sproutinq. This study has found
that oak stump sprout production appears to decrease or
level off after a certain stump diameter, most likely due to
the physioloqical aqinq process of root systems and other
tissures. This trend is not apparent for smaller stems,
which are in the process of developinq their root system and
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other physioloqical processes. A dormant season harvest
resulted in siqnificantly taller seedlinq spronts and cut
advance reqeneration cempared to the qrowinq season harvest.
The lack of a siqnificant increase for resprouted damaqed
advance reqeneration with a dormant season harvest may he
due to the variablilitv caused bv the use of the root
reserves of sone individuals with stronqer canbial
connections in the qrowth of the oriqinal stem. This would
indicate that severinq of the cambial connections either ty
cuttinq or loqqinq danaqe is desirable.

The present study indicates that most oak advance
reqeneration danaqed durinq harvest will resprout from the
base with a dominant sprout. On the dornant season harvest
60 out of 72 danaqed stens (83%) resprouted with a new
dominant sprout, while M5 out of 47 stens (96%) respronted
on the qrowinq season harvest. Similiar results have been
reported hy Ross (1982) and äcQuilken (1975) and confirms
that loqqinq danaqe to oak advance reqeneration is
beneficial. Those which failed to sprout were intact stens
of non—resprout danaqed advance reqeneration which failed to
produce a new sprout taller than the oriqinal stems. Field
observation indicates all these stens did produce basal
sprouts which will probably outqrow the oriqinal leader
within the next one or two qrowinq seasons. Therefore,
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these stems will not likely become 'wolf trees', but will
become part of the resprout damaged advance regeneration
pool. The formation of this new sprout results in better
stem form by eliminatinq the flat—topped original formed in
the low light pre·harvest canopY (Ross, 1982).

References in the literature report that pre·harvest
advance regeneration nust be a certain height or diameter to
become a dominant or codominant stem in the new stand.

Research in Illinois on medium and good quality sites found
that stems should be 1.ß m in height to be competitive

(Sander,1971,1972; Sander and Clark,1971), while Ross (1982)
found a height of 10 cm was most highly correlated with
post·harvest success on very poor Ridge and Valley sites.

Post·harvest success in this study was defined as those
individuals greater than one meter in height after two
growing seasons. Larger pre-harvest individuals of cut
advance regeneration which were well over one meter in
height prior to harvest were most successful, however, there
were very few of these individuals, especially on the poor
sites (Table 15). Cut advance reqeneraticn provided 133 and
7ß stems per hectare on the good sites with dormant and
growing season harvests, respectively, and 15 and 59 steus
per hectare on the poor sites, respectively (Table 15).
Although stens of cut advance regeneration are superior
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sprouters they will not provide adequate oak stocking hy

themselves, even with the addition of stump sprouts. Full
stockinq at stand aqe 20·25 (7.5 cm DBB) will require about
3000 stens per hectare (Roach and Gin¤rich,1968). Post-
harvest stump sprouts of oak and non·oak species total only
1089 and 971 stems per hectare for dormant and qrowinq
seasons, respectively. Potential oak advance reqeneration
to fill this qap will likely come fro~ the larqe pool of
shorter resprout damaqed advance reqeneration which was
oriqinally below one meter in heiqht, as well as the smaller
number of other sprouts and seedlinq sprouts (Table 15). A
dormant season harvest will result in sizable increases in
the density of seedlinq and sprouted oak reqenerants of all
oriqins, especially seedlinq sprouts and resprout damaqed
advance reqeneration, as well as increases in the heiqht cf
many oriqins. This will increase the potential oak stockinq
on all sites.

A snaller number of cut advance reqeneration stems over
one meter in heiqht after two qrowinq seasons were found on
the poor sites conpared to the qood sites, with a dormant
season harvest (Table 15). This indicates that most of
sprouted advance reqeneration stems on the poor sites will
oriqinate from the larqe pool of individuals under meter in
heiqht prior to harvest.
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There are three basic measures which best characterize

post—harvest types of regeneration. First, the height of

new reqeneration in a stand is the best measure of its
competitive ability. Second, the number of individuals or
density of stems is an indicator of its potential
contribution to stockinq if all stems were well·distributed.
A third useful measure is the frequency of occurrence of
stuups sprouts in saapled subcells as a measure of
distribution in the new stand. The present study used Sm X
5m subcells (25 nz). Assuminq the one stem present in a
subcell succeeds in the new stand, the 25 mz is capable of
producinq one 30 cu dianeter tree at a full stockinq of 400
stems per hectare (Boach and Ginqrich,1968). Therefore, the
percent of subcells with at least one stem present
represents the potential percent stockinq of the new stand

that could be occnppied bv 30 cm diameter stems which
oriqinated from stunp sprouts.

This study documents the superior height qrowth of the
larqer, more established stuup sprouts, followed by advance
reqeneration, root sprouts, and seedlinqs for all species
(Table 17). The siqnificant increases in height of all
oriqins on the dormant harvest is a reflection of the
superior stored carbohydrate root reserves (Roth and
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Heptinq,1903), and perhaps the ahundant sprinq reqeneration
which acts as “trainers“ to redirect heiqht qrowth to
increase competitive success.

Oak stump sprouts followed bv advance regeneration

will be the main oak conpetitors in the new stand, while
seedlinqs will qrow to slowly to be of siqnificance

(ucQuilken,1975; Ross,1982). The prominent increases in the

density and distribution of oak stunp sprouts with a dormant

season harvest (Table 18) reflects the increase in sprout
frequency, and indicates substantial potential increases in

stockinq. The site preference of the individual oak species

is indicated by the hiqher densities and siqnificant

increases in heiqht of stumps sprouts; chestnut oak on the

poorer sites and white oak on the better sites (Table19).The

ability of chestnut oak to maintain and perhaps expand
its population on poor sites is indicated by the larqe
density of advance reqeneration compared to other species

(16309, 5970, and 2252 stems per hectare for chestnut oak,

white oak, and red oaks with a dornant season harvest).
White oak and the red oaks predominate on the better sites.

The taller advance reqeneration on the better sites with a
dormant season harvest reflects the viqor of northern red
oak stems which occupy these sites, rather than the less

viqorous scarlet oak which is found nostly on poor and

medium quality sites.

1
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This study suqqests the larue increases in advance

reqeneration with a dormant season harvest are site and
species specific, with increases for chestnut oak on poor
and good sites, and white oak on the qood sites. The red
oaks were not affected by season of haryest. Chestnut oak
is not usually a larqe conponent of better Piedmont sites,
therefore, the increase in advance reaeneration on better
sites is likely due to differences in the chestnut oak

conponent of the oriqinal stands. The large increase in

advance reqeneration for chestnut oak on the poor sites

(Table 19) was totally due to increases in seedlinq sprouts,

and reflects the sensitivity of this form of regeneration

for this species. The increase in seedlinc density with a
dormant season harvest reflects the moist seedinq

environnent present in the early spring which favors

establishment, in contrast to the hot, dry, dessicatinq

conditions followinq a qrowinq season harvest. Higher

seedlinq densities were reported for the white oaks

(chestnut and white) coapared to the red oaks (scarlet and
red) within each site class — harvest treatment (Table 19).

This reflects the more favorahle establishment and survival
conditions faced hy the fall qermination of the white oaks,

conpared to the sprinq qermination of the red oaks (Tryon

and Carvell,1958).
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The superior height of yellow-poplar stump sprouts and
advance reqeneration with that of the oaks for both harvests

and site classes indicates the connetitive advantage of
yellow—poplar were these species occur together (HcGee and
Hooper,1970)(Table 20). However, there are very few
Piedmont sites over site index 75 (base age 50) for white
oak where yellow·poplar will form a dominant part of the
stand (Olson and Della—Bianca,1959). The low density and
distribution of yellow—pop1ar stumps sprouts reported on the
better sites of this study (1ß8 and 59 stems per hectare, 18
and I1 percent, respectively, for dormant and growing season
harvests), indicates that vellow·poplar will become a part
of the species mix with the oaks and other species cn all
but the best sites where yellow·poplar will dominate.

The ability of vell0w·poplar to produce large numbers
of seedlings is evident (Beck and Della·Bianca,1981). This
study confirms that the best survival and height growth cf
seedlinqs is found following a dornant season harvest
(Triuble and Tryon,1969)- A dormant season harvest allows
for the spring qernination of seed which is capable of
conpeting with the flush of new vegetation. Although
seedlings on the poor sites will likely succunb in the near
future (Beaver and Bobertson,1981), vigorous yellow—poplar
seedlings on the better sites of both harvests will likely
fill an advantaqeous canopy opening.
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Red maple stump sprouts on both site classes were
siqnificantly taller with a dormant season harvest, however,
the densitv and distribution of these stens were larqely
unaffected by the season of harvest (Table 21). Advance
reqeneration of red maple appeared to respond more
advantaqeously to a dornant season harvest than stusp
sprouts. On the poor sites larqe increases in the density
of advance reoeneration can be expected with a dornant
season harvest conpared to qrowinq season harvest (2,41Q and
593 stens, respectivelv), but these stens will not be
taller. On the better sites nodest increases in the density i

of advance reqeneration can be expected, with these stems
beinq siqnificantly taller. The numerous red maple
seedlinqs produced are short and very spindley, thereby,
probably not capable of of potential contribution to the new
stand.

The hiqher density and distribution of red maple stusp
sprouts on the qood sites of each harvest conpared to the
poor sites (178 and 281 stens per hectare, 18% and 41%,
respectively, with a dormant season harvest), indicates red
maple stunp sprouts will be more of a problem on the better
sites, reqardless of season of harvest (Table 21). However,
heiqhts of the stump sprouts will be similiar on both site
classes (295 and 286 cn for poor and oood sites with a
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dormant season harvest). Other classes of regeneration also
had similiar or higher densities on the good sites compared
to the poor sites.

The lack of sourwood seedlings and root sprouts (Table
22) indicates the reliance of this species on existing
rootstocks for regeneration. The dormant season harvest

resulted in a slight decrease in the density and
distribution of stunp sprouts on the poor sites and a large
decrease on the better sites. This apparent contradiction
to the 100 percent sprouting frequency reported for this

species (Table 6) is likely due to the subsamplinq procedure
used in this study. Assuming all stump sprouts did sprout,
then the fivefold increase in advance regeueration on the
poor sites and the taller stems reported with a dormant
season harvest, indicates these smaller stems are
responsible for the large increase in importance value cn
the poor sites (Table 11). The reduction on the good sites

substantiates siailiar findings using importance values
which were based on post—harvest individuas over one meter

tall after two growing seasons. Sourwood appears to be a
better conpetitor on the poorer sites than it is on the
better sites, and a dormant season harvest can he an
effective method of reducing the sourwood problem on better
Piednont sites. On the poorer sites a growing season
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harvest would lessen its occurrence nntil it is over-
shadowed hy other species in the course of stand
development.

Contrary to the other species qroups, stump sprouts cf
other woody species were not taller with a dormant season

harvest (Table 23). The low density and heiqht of these
stump sprouts on both site classes (15 and 163 stems per
hectare for poor and qood sites, respectively, with a
dormant season harvest) indicates that the maior competitors
for the oak species will come from yellow—poplar, red maple,

and sourwood. The hiqh density and apparent competitiwe
stature of root sprouts of other woody species on the
dormant season harvest (14,665 and 46,633 stems per hectare
on poor and qood sites, respectivelv). is composed larqely
of understory species. viqorous and competitive species
like black locust which sprout in hiqh densities from root

systems of dead trees, may become a problem on some better
Piedmont sites iuccee,1975). However, most of the root
sproutinq species which increase in importance after harwest
(blackqum, doqwood, and sassafras), seldom become a maior
component of Piedmont hardwoo sites. The larqe reduction
in the density of advance reqeneration and root sprouts on
the poor sites with a dormant season harvest indicates the
many saall woody species are probably not able to compete

effectively with the rapid flush of stump sprouts.
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When oak stump sprouts are compared aqainst all other
reqeneration they are about the same relative subordinate
heiqht on the poor sites with either harvest (about 35 cm),
while they are 65 cn shorter on the qood sites with a
dormant season harvest, compared to 22 cm with a qrowinq

season harvest. Therefore, the oaks are in a less
competitive situation on the dormant season harvest. i

Applyinq this comparison to advance receneration indicates
no difference on the qood sites, but an advantaqe on the
poor sites with a qrowinq season harvest. Althouqh the
qrowinq season harvest nav presently have some advantaqes
with relative heiqht, the dormant season harvest would still
be recommended due to the increase in density of oaks
resultinq from increased sproutinq frequency.

Relative stand density was one component used to
determine importance value in this study. A dormant season

haryest resulted in beneficial increases in species
composition of oak stnmp sprouts on the qood sites (9

percent), and advance reqeneration on both sites (MO and 33
percent, respectively). Chanqes in relative density between
pre- and post·harvest stands indicates shifts in species
composition, but falls to indicate real shifts in the
absolute densities of each species. Use of analysis of
covariance to correct actual post—harvest densities (Tables
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17-2ß) for pre—harvest densitv would be preferrable.
However, use of this approach in future studies will require
larqer samples to eliminate the Variation caused hy the
clumpy distribution of this tvpe of reqeneration.



SUHMARY

Many existinq Piednont hardwood stands are composed of
trees that are larqely under M5 cm in diameter and contain a
desirable oak component, — as well as larqe auounts of
undesirahle red naple and sourwood. In stands under even-
aqed silviculture, season of harvest can be used as an
effective manaqenent tool to favor different species
compositions. If oak or other hardwood production is the
manaqement obiectiwe a dornant season harvest will result in
increased sprout viqor of all oak as well as non—oak
species. If pine conversion is the obiective then a qrowinq
season harvest will reduce the viqor of all hardwood species
and allow for easier competition control. The hiqher
densities of all classes of reqenerants on better sites
indicates control will be nore difficult.

Favorable stockinq of oak species can only te
accomplished if the steas are present at the time cf
harvest. The hiqher sproutinq frequencies of older (>8O
years) and larqer (>3O cn DBB) white oak stumps and probably
scarlet oak followinq a doruant season harvest will cause

substantial increases in the densitv and distribution cf
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oaks. A dormant season harvest also appears to have a
l

beneficial effect on the sproutinq frequency and viqor of
oak advance reqeneration. The sproutinq frequency cf
seedlinq sprouts appear nost sensitive to a dormant season
harvest with chestnut oak accountinq for a larqe portion cf
the increase.

Chestnut oak is the most viqorous oak species. Its
hiqh sproutinq freqency, ability to maintain larqe
densities of advance reqeneration, and competitive heiqht
qrowth with its associates with a dormant season harvest,
indicates it will aaintain itself on poor Piedmont sites.
On qood Piedmont sites, most yellow-poplar stunps will
sprout and be the most viqorous species. Red oak will he
the most viqorous oak species on the qood sites. White oak
is a hiqhly desirable timber species that is a dominant part
of the oak component on medium- and hiqh-quality sites.
However, white oak stumps as well as those of scarlet oak,
will sprout with lower frequencies and less viqor than all
their associates with similiar parent tree characteristics.

Red maple is a problem species with hiqher densities
and importance on the qood sites compared to the poor sites.
Its superior sprout qrowth with a dormant season harvest
compared to the oaks, ability to utilize larqe amounts of
site resoureces due to lack of natural thinninq, and
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capabilty of canopy dominance, indicates it will be a
problem throughout stand development. Sourwood is a
ubiquitous understory species whose rapid growth after
harvest will subside. Although a dormant season harvest
will reduce the sourwood problem on good sites, the density
and vigor of sprout reqeneration on poor sites will increase
and utilize large anounts of site resources during early
stand growth. Substantial growth and stocking advantages
could be accrued by the oak species if the more vigorous
stems of red maple, sourwood, and if desired, ye1low—pcplar,
are removed at time of harvest by stump herbicide treatments
(Lewis,198¤). Future results of this study will indioate on
what site qualities this may be advantaqeous. However, the
higher density and distribution of red maple on the good
sites, and the large component of less viqorous white oak,
may require treatment be directed to these sites.
Economically, silvicultural treatments would be most
iustified on these better sites since thev are capable cf
producinq high·guality red and white oak sawtimber on a
reasonable rotation.

when assessinq the regeneration potential of older |>80
yrs) and larger (>30 cm DBH) trees under even-aged
management stnmps sprouts of white and scarlet oak can not
be counted on to sprout with sufficient frequency and Vigor
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to contrihute siqnificantlv to the new stand. Sprout
production of white oak stumps will decline at a snaller
dianeter and vounqer aqe coapared to other species (20 cm
and 65 vr, respectivelv)• Even thouqh a dormant season
harvest will maximize sprout production and frequency of
white and scarlet oak, adeuuate anounts of oak advance
reqeneration will be increasinqlv inportant to provide
sufficient oak stockinq after clear—fellinq. This will te
critical in fillinq the woids not occupied bv stunp sprouts.
The larqe increase in white oak advance reqeneration
followinq a dornant season harvest will help provide the

i

needed pool of reqeneration bv which white oak can maintain
itself.
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Effect of Season of Harvest and Site Quality

on Hardwood Beqeneration

on the Virqinia Piednont

bv

Jonathan S. Kavs

(Abstract)

The effects of season of harvest and site quality after
two qrowinq seasons on sprout frequencv„ sprout production,
and whole·stand reqeneration was evaluated. Clear fellinq
utilizinq whole—tree harvestinq was nerforned on six
siniliar pairs of nlots ranqinq from site index 15 to 23 m
(base aqe 50) for white oak. Pairs of plots recieved
dormant and qrowinq season harvests.

Dornant season harvest sproutinq frequencies fcr
sourwood, yel1ow—poplar, chestnut oak, red maple, scarlet
oak, and white oak were 100, 94, 97, 93, 84, and 83 percent,
respectively. White and scarlet oak sprouted significantly
less than all other other suecies on all treatments. A
siqnificant decrease in white oak snroutinq was found for
older (>80 years) and larqer (>30 ca) stunns with a qrowinq
season harvest, while only older red waple stunps showed a
siqnificant decrease.



Heiqht of the tallest sprout on the poor sites (Sl <
20m (base aqe 50) for white oak) with a dornant season
harvest for red uaple, sourwood, chestnut oak, scarlet oak,
and white oak was 316, 278, 270, 192, and 167 cn,
respectiwelv. Heiqht of the tallest sprout on the qood
sites (SI > 20m for white oak) for vellow·poplar, red naple,
red oak, sourwood, and white oak was 337, 302, 251, 252, and
171 cu, respectivelv. Sprout production was siqnificantlv
less for all species with a qrowinq season harvest. Sprout

production of white and scarlet oak was less than associated
species on all treatuents. White oak sprout production

declined at a smaller dianeter and vounqer aqe compared to
other species (20 cn and 65 yrs, respectivelv).

The density and distribution of oak stunp sprouts and
advance reqeneration was substantiallv increased with a

dormant season harvest. Increased oak conposition with the
dornant season harvest was attributed to two causes: 1)

increased sprouting frequencv and, 2) increased competitive
success due to more viqorous sproutinq. Bed uaple had
hiqher densities and distribution of stunp spronts on the
qood sites compared to the poor sites. A dormant season
harvest caused a reduction in the densitv and importance of
sourwood stems on the better sites and an increase on the
poor sites.




